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he Afikim Foundation is pleased to offer this publication to
our many friends and supporters nationwide. While among
the pages you will find fascinating articles on some of our
signature programs, our intent in offering this magazine to you goes
far deeper.
There is a revolution spanning the globe, more potent and dynamic
than the mind-numbing events that are screaming across world
headlines. It is the search for meaning and purpose, and, in that
quest, the searching Jew has found new venues and opportunities as
near as across the table in personal study, and as distant as an online,
interactive class with a teacher across the globe.
The Afikim Foundation continues to serve as one of the many
leaders of this revival of the Jewish soul, and our efforts and those of
so many other outstanding organizations, deserve to be highlighted
during the Festival of Freedom: Pesach. The mantra in Egypt of old
was not merely, “Let My People Go”, it was let them go so that they
could serve God.
To fuse freedom with subservience sounds like a recipe for
disaster. But in fact, history has shown quite the opposite - it is a
recipe for a life of meaning and purpose.
We wish you all an inspiring Pesach, and may it re-launch our
deepest personal quests for a purposeful life of freedom. In short, a
spiritual life of meaning.

The Kwizwiz
iPhone & iPad
App.
In both Hebrew and English
Coming
Soon!!
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Mitzvah Fair in a Box
Toolbox for “When Humanity Fails” Succeeds
Jewish Fellowships International
ToTal Bnei Mitzvah Club - Doing the Party Right

An Afikim Foundation product
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Mitzvah Fair in a Box
espite the manifold conveniences of
the 21st century, there’s very little doubt
that the commodity that both parents and
educators crave most is ‘time’. We all wish that
we could magically add more hours to our day,
particularly when it comes to the challenge of
searching for worthwhile activities with which
to occupy our children.
Although somewhat obvious, the simplest
answer to the “I can’t get everything done!”
syndrome is “Have someone do it for you!” That
was the motivation behind the creation of The
Afikim Foundation’s Mitzvah Fair in a Box, an
imaginative and original compilation of 350
pages of Jewish Craft Projects and Games, all on
one user-friendly illustrated website.
Precise step-by-step directions, graphics,
templates and magic script – all downloadable
– bring 110 projects and games encompassing
twenty-one different mitzvot to life, in a
creatively engaging ‘hands-on’ manner. In a
note of thanks to Afikim, one Principal of a
New Jersey Hebrew School expressed, “Thank
you so much for all the work you put into
the unbelievable mitzvah fair website. We
are planning a Mitzvah fair and the wealth of
projects on the site is just fantastic.”
Another concept behind the Mitzvah Fair
format is the knowledge that a special sense of
ownership evolves when a youngster creates
an object, and when that object is associated
with a mitzvah, an attachment to the mitzvah
is integrated as well. Still further, when that
child takes his experience and teaches other
children about the mitzvah and how to create
similar items, as done at Mitzvah Fairs, an even
deeper connection and sense of empowerment
develops.
The majority of projects were designed
to utilize easily accessible and inexpensive
household items. For those crafts and games
that require specific supplies, well-researched
links to websites where those items can be
ordered at a reasonable price are included in

order to streamline Mitzvah Fair preparation.
Until now, the Mitzvah Fair has been available
only to organizations and schools.
Because the Mitzvah Fair ideas have been
adapted so successfully by teachers into their
weekly classroom curriculum, however, Afikim
has decided to make it available to the public
as an ideal resource for afterschool or summer
playgroups, homeschoolers, or for any parent
who desires a limitless supply of ideas and

Step-by-step directions,
graphics, templates
and magic script – all
downloadable – bring
110 projects and
games encompassing
twenty-one different
mitzvot to life.
resources for spending quality time with their
children or grandchildren.
In addition to the hundreds of pages of
creative online crafts and games geared for a
variety of ages and abilities, each Mitzvah Fair
in a Box includes a number of manipulatives to
enhance the completion of many of the projects,
such as a stunning fabric mural of the Kotel. An
impressive high-resolution photograph of the
Western Wall, screen-transferred onto silky
washable poly-poplin fabric, approximately
5 feet high by 8 feet wide, was designed to
facilitate the activities found in the Israel Booth.
It also provides a striking focal point for function
rooms or a backdrop for simchas and family
photographs. It is even an awesome addition to
a sukkah!
Because all kids love card collections, The

Afikim Foundation has also customized an
original set of Mitzvah playing cards with
charming colorful graphics for 24 mitzvahs,
perfect for educational games, prizes, or
incentives. The backs of the cards have a kidfriendly synopsis of each mitzvah, written by
Rabbi Shimon Apisdorf.
Included, too, in the Mitzvah Fair package is a
one-foot by three-foot laminated map of Israel,
created for a ‘geography game’ described in the
Israel Booth and a sturdy, stainless steel set of
The Kosher Cook cookie cutters of the entire
Alef-Bet and assorted Jewish symbols for the
variety of dough and Hebrew projects. Both
items will undoubtedly be used for hours of
imaginative and educational play.
Whether for one-on-one quality time with
your kids, or for a major organizational event,
Mitzvah Fair in a Box will shorten your “To Do”
list and prove, in an enjoyable and meaningful
way, that sometimes in life you actually CAN “get
everything done.”
To view a sample of the Projects/Booths, go to
http://www.totally.org/mitzvahfairemail/index.
html and click on the yellow box.
Organizational price: $135 [includes 50 decks
of Mitzvah Cards] plus shipping.
Family price: $100 [includes 5 decks of Mitzvah
Cards] plus shipping.
For ordering information, email karen@
afikimfoundation.org.

•
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The best of what’s new in the world
of Jewish living and learning that
can inform, educate and inspire you!

ToolBox
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Humanity
Fails”
Succeeds
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that is necessary to counter massive horrors
hen The Afikim Foundation
like the Holocaust.
first unveiled its multimedia
• The power of the individual and his or her
traveling Holocaust exhibit, One Soul:
capacity to be productive or destructive
When Humanity Fails, on Capitol Hill in
through the choices he/she makes, and
Washington, DC several years ago, visitors
how the actions of a single person can
were able to gain a personal perspective on
have a profound impact upon an entire
that tragic chapter in our history through
society.
audio, video and graphic narratives of
• The ripple effect of attitudes such as
concentration camp survivors and their
intolerance and anti-Semitism that breed
US army liberators. Eight identical copies
baseless hatred and eventually manifest
of the Exhibit, funded by the United States
For locations hosting the Exhibit,
themselves in unspeakable crimes against
government, were then immediately put
the ToolBox will enrich the viewer’s
humanity.
on rotating display in 16 US army museums
experience by enhancing the knowledge
• The ability of a person to contribute to the
and installations throughout America and
and skills useful in viewing the Exhibit. The
world is not dependent upon advantages
in Europe. Since then, additional Exhibits
ToolBox is equally designed to serve as a
bestowed upon him, but by self-motivated
have been produced for dozens of venues
comprehensive stand-alone educational
characteristics such as determination,
including campuses, libraries, JCCs and
program for schools and other institutions.
discipline, responsibility, and concern
Federations.
It
seeks
to
provide
a
foundation
of
for others, with the knowledge that
To reinforce
and
expand
the
impact
of
the
Macomb Community College (Clinton Township, MI)
Feb 07 – Mar 07
knowledge about the Holocaust with
people can endure challenges, intolerable
When Humanity Fails exhibit and continue
(arranged through TACOM, Warren, MI)
accompanying lessons on the lethal power
hardships, and even tragedy and still lead
to help the new generation of youth who are
4th
Infantry
Division
Museum
(Ft.
Hood,
TX)
Feb
07
–
Mar
07
of prejudice, indifference and silence in
productive and meaningful lives.
struggling to comprehend the depths of evil
Texasin National
Guard
(Austin, TX)
Mar 07 – JuneCreated
07 by Holocaust educator and
the face of injustice, in order to motivate
that abounded
the Holocaust,
The Afikim
students
to employ their powers ofApr
choice
Mrs. Dena Schneider and
Foundation
has created
comprehensive
Don
F. PrattaMuseum
(Ft. Campbell,
KY)
07 – Jul researcher
07
to reach out to their fellow man through
designed by Hall and Ben Smyth of the
ToolBox of materials and resources
Ft. Huachuca (Ft. Huachuca, AZ)
Apr 07
programs of service.
firm Grand Opening, the ToolBox may be
designed to provide a lengthier, in-depth
Airborne
Ops Museum
(Fayetteville,
NV) Fails exhibit,
May 07 – Oct
07 as single exercises or as a complete
Like
the When Humanity
utilized
and personal
analysis and
of theSpecial
Holocaust,
Bliss (Elcomponent
Paso, TX)that
May 07
the ToolBox highlights several concepts
in
curriculum. Original source
including aFt.
‘take-away’
particular
to
inspire
positive
action
and
materials are organized in a
provides the
direction,
both
intellectual
and
Ft. Meade (Ft. Meade, MD)
TBD
encourage an attitude towards humanity
creative assortment of formats
practical, for individual and group response.
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The ToolBox
represents
yet another
significant and
meaningful
project that
seeks to reach,
teach and
inspire the Jewish
community.
Humanity Fails Exhibit
• Excerpted Readings – relevant and
poignant book excerpts
• Multimedia Teacher Resource List - wide
array of suggested readings, films and
web-related resources
• “What do we do now?” - follow up
responses for individuals and groups, and
resources of volunteer opportunities
Within the structure of The Afikim

Foundation’s multi-faceted programming,
the When Humanity Fails ToolBox
represents yet another significant and
meaningful values-based project that seeks
to reach, teach and inspire the Jewish
community and, in turn, society at large.
To order a When Humanity Fails Toolbox
or to host the One Soul exhibition in
your community, please contact gitty@
afikimfoundation.org.

•
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including photos, posters, handheld cards,
DVDs, booklets and bookmarks – all of
which are color-coded by section in one
self-contained box, ideal for educational
and communal use. Study materials are
differentiated for middle and high school
grade levels and by the amount of time
that is available for each section. Flexible
modules and sample lessons will assist
educators in their preparations.
ToolBox Contents include:
• Graphic Organizer - to assess viewer’s
prior knowledge
• Teacher and Student Glossary –
definitions of important Holocaust
terminology
• Journal Response - a compilation of
emotion-based writing exercises
• Looking at Photographs Exercise - to
teach how to view photographs with an
“historical eye”
• Heroism Cards – poster-size photographs
of victims, survivors and liberators,
including additional primary source
materials (letters, diaries, poems,
narratives), illustrating many small acts of
heroism
• Hero Booklet - vignettes of contemporary
real-life heroes
• Moral Dilemma Series – analysis of four
real life wartime choices, including two
trigger films to facilitate the exploration
of ethical choices in the midst of
unimaginable times
• Timeline – illustrated poster-sized
chronological graph of the period 19331945
• Identity Cards - personalized narratives
of individuals within an historical
framework before, during and after WWll
• Israel Destiny Cards – biographies of
survivors who helped shape Israeli
society, with an accompanying video of
one survivor
• Bookmarks of Remembrance - graphically
poignant daily accounts of significant
historical events during the Holocaust
•
Exhibition Guide - to
enhance viewing for locations
that host the multimedia When
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a letter from

our publisher

W

hen my oldest daughter was just a baby we began looking at
schools for her to attend. My husband grew up in public schools
and I went to private international schools. Neither of us had
any Jewish day school education.
After visiting several different schools, some public and some private, we
decided to stop into the local Jewish day school. We met with the Head of
School who welcomed us warmly, and assured us that our limited Jewish
background would not be a hindrance. As we walked through the hallways,
we were most impressed by one thing: as we peeked into the classrooms
the students stood up from their chairs to greet us. Wow, my husband and I
thought. “They’re just showing respect for their elders,” the rabbi explained.
Fast forward almost fourteen years: all four of our kids are in Jewish day
school and my husband and I have been extra motivated to stay one step
ahead of them. Back then, neither of us knew any Hebrew or really anything
about Judaism, so in order to help our kids with homework and answer their
questions, we both started our own Jewish education. We began taking
classes at the Phoenix Community Kollel and reading lots of books. We each
signed up for Partners in Torah, studying over the phone once a week with a
knowledgeable partner.

I still feel like a child in an adult body, sometimes, when I compare my
knowledge to my kids, but ultimately, that is what life is all about: to never
stop growing and learning. For so many of us who grew up without a great
Jewish education, it is our kids who serve as our guiding lights. Don’t miss the
expanded feature about inspired kids starting on page 40.
Have a wonderful Passover.
Robin Davina Meyerson
602-469-16066, rmeyerson@ajspirit.com

9
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In time, the children starting bringing home lessons on improving their
character traits such as patience, dressing modestly, speaking with care and
doing acts of kindness along with all the details of the weekly Torah portion.
Their natural enthusiasm for all things Jewish brought everything to life and
continues to be an unceasing source of amazement for us. We learn from our
children all the time but, thanks to our learning, we are able to teach them
as well.
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New Kosher Wines
for your Passover Seder
New wines arrive stateside for Passover
and for every day enjoyment
By Gary Landsman
Photo courtesy of Royal Wines

The Tel Phares Vineyard of the Binyamina Winery

T

here are so many wonderful things about wine. People have different
palates and therefore prefer different wines. Each year brings a new
vintage of wines, giving the wine lover an opportunity to taste the
latest version of their favorite wine. But to many a wine lover, it is a brand
new wine that they most look forward to tasting.
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Australia is famous for their Shiraz (elsewhere often known as
Syrah). Yet for many years the kosher Shiraz wines available in the
US have typically been “value” wines, those that are nice table
wines but do not quite qualify as premium, rarely garnering high
scores from the critics. Harkham winery is looking to change
that with their Harkham Shiraz, new to the US market. Densely
colored with rich fruit flavors and spice, keep your eye out for
this bottle with the slick black and silver label.
Italy has a long history of making great wines, especially wines that
go well with food. Despite this history, only a few of the best kosher
Italian wines have ever found their way stateside. For the first
time on record there is an all kosher winery in Italy producing
wines called Terra di Seta. The Terra di Seta Chianti Classico
recently received a 90 rating and is a phenomenal wine to pair
with all kinds of foods including pasta, salmon and lean cuts of
meat.

10

Finding new wines for the wine lover is challenge
number one. Finding new wines that taste great
and are priced for every-day consumption is an
even greater challenge. The Yogev line of wines
has been providing wine lovers with quality wines
that are priced for weeknight meals and not
only special occasions. New from Yogev is their

first single varietal wine – the Yogev Cabernet
Sauvignon. The Yogev Cab is a medium bodied
wine that is versatile enough to go well with pizza,
a burger or even just for every day sipping.
An exciting development in Israeli wine is
the introduction of a Reserve line for Gamla
wines. Gamla wines have long stood for quality
and the addition of a new Reserve line, under
the supervision of Israeli wine pioneer
Peter Stern, is sure to put a smile on
the faces of Israeli-wine lovers. The
first two wines to be released from the
Gamla Reserve series are the Gamla
Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon and the
Gamla Reserve Merlot. Each of these
wines is full-bodied and fruity, with
the Cabernet showing slightly more
black fruit characteristics while the
Merlot is a bit softer, showing red fruit
characteristics.

11

Not to be left out of the New Wine Party,
California wineries are also constantly looking
to keep Cali wine lovers happy with new and
exciting products. A recently released special is
the Herzog Reserve “Oak Knoll” Cabernet
Sauvignon, another in the line of single-vineyard
wines from Herzog Wine Cellars. This small-batch
wine was tasted and positively reviewed by Daniel
Rogov in an online video – a great endorsement!
Whatever the country and no matter the grape, for
this Passover season, make sure to take advantage
of the bounty of new wines available on the
market. Your taste buds won’t be disappointed!
Gary Landsman, AKA the “Wine Tasting
Guy,” makes, sells, writes about and of
course tastes wine. Presently doing PR/
Marketing work for Royal Wines, you
can contact Gary with any wine related
questions at gary@winetastingguy.com.
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Israel has been a prime player in the quality kosher
wine revolution. But most of the best Israeli wines
have been Cabernet Sauvignon-based wines.
While “Cab is king,” as the saying goes, a little
variety is always nice. Domaine Netofa
is a new winery founded by the traveling
kosher winemaker Pierre Miodownick.
Following the successful release of
his first wine, Domaine Netofa
Red, Miodownick recently released a
Domaine Netofa White, a complex
wine made from Chenin Blanc as well
as a flagship wine, Latour Netofa, a
blend of Syrah and Mourvedre that
received 90 points.
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Author Interview: David Baum

The Non-Orthodox Jew’s
Guide to Orthodox Jews
AJS: What made you decide to write a
book like this?
David: Every non-Orthodox Jew has, at
one time or another in his or her life, wondered why the Orthodox are the
way they are. Why do they seem so unbending to the times? Why do their
lives seem so restricted and regimented? To many Jews, the Orthodox – and
especially the Chasidic – Jew is no different from the Amish except that the
Amish aren’t as irritating. And while many non-Orthodox Jews look upon
the Orthodox without resentment, they still have no understanding of their
beliefs or motives. I wanted to write a book that might somehow create
understanding, bridging the widening gap between the observant and the
nonobservant.
AJS: Is this really the first book of its kind?
David: There are lots of Orthodox books today but none is designed to
explain the lives of Orthodox Jews to those who want to understand what
makes them tick. There are also many Orthodox people who have always
wished they had one book to give to non-Orthodox relatives or friends that
would explain their lifestyle and have never had anything appropriate.
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AJS: Where did you learn all this information you share in the book?
It covers a pretty broad range of subjects.
David: First of all, I was very close to both Rabbi Noach Weinberg and to
his brother, Rabbi Yaakov Weinberg (both of blessed memory), and spent a
great deal of time trying to understand their teachings. Regarding the history,
politics and science that is discussed in the book, I’ve always been interested
in these subjects and really enjoyed writing about them.
AJS: Was the writing experience what you expected?
David: I thought it would take about a year and run 120 or so pages. Instead
it took five years and runs 354 pages. So far, the feedback has been wonderful
so it was all worth it.
AJS: How can our readers order the book?
David: Either at my website – jewsguide.com, where there are excerpts
available – or at a Jewish bookstore near you. It also available at Amazon.
com.

12
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Palate-Pleasing Passover
Foods from Dr. Praegers

The Best Thing Since
Sliced Bread

Ungar’s, a family owned company, is
under the able leadership and guidance
of the noted cardiac surgeon, Dr. Peter
Praeger, who also founded Dr. Praeger’s Sensible Foods.

Omega Power Bread from Healthy Joy Bakes

J

ust about everyone would agree with the statement that if you have
your health you have everything. But most people in this day and age
are too busy to take the time to even make small changes in their daily
routine to better their health. Take the stairs instead of the elevator? That’s a
step in the right direction – if you can keep it up. One thing we usually make
time for is eating. Healthy Joy Bakes is a company that has found a way to
sneak a bit of healthy into every meal.
Omega Power Bread combines some of the healthiest ingredients available
into a tasty slice of bread. Just swap out the plain white bread on your
lunchtime sandwich, and you will have added some health to your day
without any extra time. Comprised mainly of flax seed, Omega Power Bread
is high in protein and low in carbohydrates, making it appropriate even for
someone who is diabetic.
Flax seeds contain important nutrients that deliver healthy benefits to the
body and are an important addition to one’s diet. According to Healthy Joy
Bakes, it has a high content of soluble and insoluble fiber which helps achieve
maximum digestive health.
The polyunsturated, essential
fatty acids in Omega–3 are
important in overall body
function and especially
crucial in the process of
neural-cell formation.
It can lead to improved
memory and reduce
the risk of Alzheimer’s
disease.
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Less well-known are ALA – Linoleic Fatty Acids – which can reduce cholesterol
and decrease the chance of stroke, heart attack, and heart disease and can
also act as protection against certain cancers – and lignins which, together
with the ALA, can help ward off inflammatory responses, aiding the treatment
of rheumatoid arthritis, eczema, psoriasis, lupus and some autoimmune
diseases.
Make as many healthy changes in your life as you can. Eating Omega Power
Bread doesn’t have to change your schedule. Healthy Joy Bakes Omega Power
Bread is under the kashruth supervision of the CRC of the US and Canada and
can be found online at grocery merchants.
For more information, visit healthyjoybakes.com or
email them at info@healthyjoybakes.com.
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“Instead of letting your family pour on the pounds with nosh, candy and
chips offer them palate -pleasing varieties of Kosher-for-Passover fish and
side dishes that are wonderfully satisfying, and good for you,” suggests Dr.
Praeger.
The Kosher for Passover Fish Fillets, Fishies and award-winning Fish Sticks,
contain a crunchy potato crust instead of the usual breadcrumbs. So
scrumptious that they are actually preferred by some over the year-round
breaded fish varieties, these main dishes are ideal for Passover or those
hectic pre-Passover meals. Dr. Praeger’s also offers Kosher for Passover
Spinach, Broccoli, Potato, and Sweet Potato Pancakes. All these delicious
products contain only natural ingredients with NO preservatives/additives,
and, in keeping with Dr. Praeger’s unyielding standards, are ultimately
healthy—low in sugar, cholesterol and saturated fats.
Visit www.drpraegers.com for detailed product information.
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New Name
at Masada

Taking a

by Lori Palatnik

O

ne of the highlights of our subsidized
women’s trips to Israel with The Jewish
Women’s Renaissance Project (www.
jwrp.org) is the day we go to Masada. Now, I have
to tell you, Masada is not my favorite place. Not
only can it get over 100 degrees in the summer
(let’s hear it for fall trips!), but personally, I do
not find the message of what occurred there very
inspiring.
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Just to review: According to Josephus, a
1st-century BCE Jewish-Roman historian, Masada
was fortified by Herod the Great as a refuge for
himself in the event of a revolt. At the beginning
of the First Jewish War against the Roman Empire,
a group of Jewish extremists called the Sicarii
overtook Masada from the Roman garrison and
occupied it themselves. After the destruction
of the Second Temple, additional members of
the Sicarii and their families fled Jerusalem and
settled on the mountaintop, using it as a base to
fight off the Romans.
They held out for quite a while but the Romans
finally breached the wall of the fortress with a
battering ram. According to Josephus, when the
Romans entered the fortress, they discovered that
its 960 inhabitants had set all the buildings ablaze
(aside from the food storerooms) and committed
mass suicide.
Though modern archaeologists have found no
evidence of mass suicide and remains of only

16

thirty or so have been recovered on the site,
modern day Israeli lore still claims the mass
suicide happened. So what is the message of
Masada? When the going gets tough, kill yourself?
Not so inspiring.

change the name on their nametags to reflect
this momentous occasion and, on Friday night,
some share with the group why they chose that
particular name. Perhaps it was a grandmother’s
name or a quality they hope to live up to.

So why is Masada one of my favorite days?
Because on the JWRP trips, which we call TAG
Tours (“Transform and Grow”), we realized that a
lot of Jewish women do not have Jewish names.
For whatever reason, they were never given one
as a child, or, if they did, it has been forgotten.

We are taught that your Jewish name reflects
your essence, and that God gives parents Divine
inspiration when they choose their baby’s name.
Apparently, we take on the good qualities of
the person we are named after. And we are
taught, “change your name, change your destiny.”
Somehow, your name connects you to a new
opportunity and to new potential. That is why
some of the women chose names like Simcha,
which means joy, or Shira, which means song.

So what is the message of
Masada? When the going gets
tough, kill yourself? Not so
inspiring.
So on Masada we bring the whole group into the
2,000-year-old synagogue on top, and there the
women who do not have Jewish names formally
receive one. They come forward together and
stand, holding hands in the middle while all of
the other women sit around them on the ancient
stones. Rabbi Ken Spiro, author, historian and one
of our most popular guides, leads the ceremony.
Now, Sheryl becomes Shira and Cindy becomes
Chaya Sarah. At the conclusion, everyone breaks
into song – “siman tov u’mazel tov…” – and
dances in circles around the women. There is
not a dry eye in the shul. Many immediately

At the most important moments in our life, we
invoke our Jewish name: when we are born, when
we are called to the Torah, when we marry, when
others pray for us when there is a great need and
when we leave this world. For significant times,
we need to use our Jewish name, for that is the
essence of who we truly are. When God looks
down, He does not see Lori, He sees Leba Rachel.
On Masada, we learned that when the going gets
tough out there Jewishly, you never have to give
up. Our group learned that each of us can take
control of her destiny by taking on a new name.
If you do not have a Jewish name, give yourself
one and strive to live up to it. And, with God’s
ajs
help, you will.

ajs | shlomo’s playbook

The Ultimate
Playbook

The Haggadah –
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At the start of training camp each year,
every player gets handed a playbook the size of
the yellow pages. He is expected to study it and to
know every single play backwards and forwards.
Each play is strategically designed to use all
eleven players to achieve a specific objective. The
playbook provides the spacing, directions, timing,
objectives and techniques required for every
player for each play.
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At times, every player will come up short in his
execution but as long as he wins his share of the
battles all is well. The worst thing, though, is to
get the play wrong because you did not study it.
Pro Football Hall-of-Famer and legendary Coach
Forrest Gregg, who coached me in Green Bay,
once told the team “if I open up your playbook on
Sunday before the game and don’t find ketchup,
mustard, mayonnaise, coffee and maple syrup
stains all over it you didn’t study your plays well
enough.” More than anything else, our success
would depend on how well we would execute
our plays.

Great players study
the playbook not just
to memorize it but to
understand it.
But if you don’t know who to block or where to
go or what to do, the play breaks down and you
have no excuse. Can you imagine running the
wrong play because you didn’t know what to
do? And worst of all – worse than knowing you

by Alan “Shlomo” Veingrad

messed up on national television – is that you,
your teammates and your coaches will all watch
the whole thing together the next day – in slow
motion. Talk about embarrassing!
In Judaism, we have several “playbooks” that
describe how we can achieve our various spiritual
objectives. One of my favorites is the Haggadah –
the playbook for the Passover Seder. We have a
lot to accomplish on this special night and we’ve
got to do what it takes to make the most of it. It
is our best opportunity of the year to break out
of our own personal limitations, symbolized by
the slavery of ancient Egypt. We can “gain more
yardage” towards ultimate freedom at the Seder,
and throughout Passover, than at other time of
the year.
Like a playbook, the Haggadah is full of specifics:
Make kiddush and lean in luxury as you drink
the wine, wash your hands, take a vegetable and
dip it in saltwater, break the middle matzah, ask
and reward questions, etc. Each of these “plays”
is strategically designed to achieve an objective
– enhancing our identities and deepening our
freedom. But if you want to be successful, you
have to study the playbook. And, you have to
understand it.
Success in football, and in Judaism, is about more
than x’s and o’s. You also have to know what it
takes to win. If you just follow the arrows on
the chalkboard, you might get the play right but
you’ll never be a winner. Great players study
the playbook not just to memorize it but to
understand it.

As a former offensive lineman coming out of the
huddle to the line of scrimmage, I can assure you
we didn’t focus on the instant success of crossing
the goal line; we focused on making progress and
“moving the chains.”
The Hebrew name for Egypt is Mitzrayim,
which means boundaries or limitations. These
boundaries and limitations that exist in the realm
of our relationship with God cause us to serve
with limited commitment. We need to ensure that
we don’t get taken down by our inner Egypt by
taking out that playbook and studying it before
the big night. That’s what it takes to execute
our plan, making an unbounded commitment to
Godliness. We just need to keep moving those
chains, inch by inch, yard by yard and Mitzvah
by Mitzvah.
Ready? Blue 29! Blue 29! Hut, hut, hut –
Have a happy, meaningful and kosher Passover.
About the author: Alan Shlomo Veingrad

Alan had a seven-year career as an offensive lineman
in the NFL, first with the Green Bay Packers and then the
Dallas Cowboys, with whom he won Super Bowl XXVII.
Alan’s presentation style and post-retirement experience in
business have made him a much sought-after speaker by
many organizations whose management seeks to lead their
organizations by exemplifying a culture of personal and
professional achievement blended with a higher purpose.
Alan has captivated religious audiences around the world,
sharing his inspirational messages of transformation, personal
excellence, leadership, team play and spiritual connection.
Today Alan is the National Marketing Director with CJA
and Associates, a nationwide consulting firm specializing
in tax elimination strategies and estate planning options for
business owners and professionals. For more information,
please visit www.alanveingrad.com. For Media Inquiries
and bookings, please contact alan@alanveingrad.com
954 205 6369.
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Searching
by Rochel Istrin

Young and feisty Zelda must escape to far-off America when
anti-Semitic villagers falsely accuse her of espionage. She
must leave behind her two small children, Yosseleh and
Ruchka, her violinist husband Leizer — and life as she’s
known it. With the outbreak of World War II, Leizer’s plans to join Zelda in
America are destroyed; instead, he and the children escape into the Polish
forests and join a group of partisans.

finally ends, Zelda returns to the blood-soaked soil of Europe, searching for
a family that was. Zelda, Leizer, Yosseleh, and Ruchka are each left alone —
searching.
Will they ever be reunited? Will they ever piece together their life as they
knew it? In this gripping tale, debut novelist Rochel Istrin mesmerizes readers
with a riveting historical backdrop, endearing characters and a breathtaking
plot. Searching is a book you will remember long after the final page is turned,
as you join the Levines in their search for each other — and for themselves.
List Price $22.69. Targum Publishers, Hardcover, 288 Pages.

But even there, the family is not destined to remain together. When the war

Are You Growing?
by Rabbi Boruch Leff

We all want to maximize our lives on this earth but the
question is: How do we do it? This book gives succinct
answers to this question – and in an upbeat, practical
style that empowers the reader to truly grow. Based on the

The Dimension Beyond
A New Perspective on Reality
by Rabbi Yisrael Lorberbaum

If you are looking for an intense, intellectual adventure into
the depths of Jewish thought, this book is for you. You will
discover a new dimension of Judaism on this fascinating
journey into the center of reality.

Targum.com

popular weekly column in Yated Ne’eman, ‘Growing with Passion’, this book
offers powerful insights that boost spiritual growth immensely, written with
the premise that we all must grow, no matter how old we are and where we
are in life. Read it and get growing!
List Price $14.99. Feldheim Publishers, Hard Cover, 394 pages.
Feldheim.com

The author, in an exhilaratingly lucid way, simplifies many of the complex
concepts associated with the Kabbalah, melding them with the words of Torah
scholars throughout the ages to explain such things as the purpose of time,
the nature of the spiritual world and the journey of the soul. This is a book
that delights the mind and sparks the imagination – a truly unique book that
touches subjects not usually discussed. For a thoroughly satisfying reading
experience, the thinker need look no further than this awe-inspiring work.
List Price: $17.49. Feldheim Publishers, Hardcover, 363 pages.
Feldheim.com
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Rediscovering the Lost Self
A Guide to Healthy, Stable and Sensible Teshuvah:
Advice on Personal Growth and Shalom Bayis for
the Ba’al Teshuvah
by Rabbi Dan Tiomkin

Choosing a renewed commitment to Judaism is life’s most
enriching decision. It is a never-ending journey to fulfillment, discovery and
significance. But it can also be overwhelming.

neophyte as well as the fully-integrated returnee, this is a guide to reigniting
that initial spark within and maintaining a healthy balance in all areas of
life.
Discussing topics such as dealing with the religious community, schools,
dating for marriage and raising children with more religion than their
parents had – and with an entire section on marriage – this is an important,
comprehensive guide to maintaining a healthy life balance.
List Price: $15.39. Feldheim Publishers, Hard Cover,

This book is true to its name – a sensitively written, wise portrayal of the
journey to greater observance and how to maximize it. Written for the

222 pages. Feldheim.com
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Technology Meets Tradition:
ArtScroll Launches EBooks for
the iPad

Many have asked why ArtScroll’s ebooks are available at present only for the
iPad. According to Miriam Zakon, ArtScroll’s acquisitions editor and author
of the weekly Inside ArtScroll blog column, “Kindle, Nook, and other popular
e-readers either don’t easily support a mix of English and Hebrew fonts, have
security issues, or both. The iPad currently offers the best security and font
interactivity – though there are still some occasional layout challenges.”
Zakon notes that hackers have posted instructions online to get around DRM
(digital rights management) software, particularly for Amazon’s Kindle.

As technology evolves to accommodate multiple languages, ArtScroll
anticipates being able to add some of its classic Torah and Tanach
commentaries and Talmudic works to the e-book inventory. For Jewish
bibliophiles, ArtScroll’s e-books are a bargain, offering savings up to 50% off
the list price of the print version.
ArtScroll has recently launched an e-book edition of the popular Kleinman
Edition of a Daily Dose of Torah series. This popular series features an
eighteen-minute a day supplemental learning program offering a short
commentary on the weekly parashah as well as insights into Jewish law,
Jewish thought, Mishnah, Talmud and prayer. When fully uploaded, the Daily
Dose series will comprise fourteen volumes representing a full year of Torah
learning.
ArtScroll’s digital bookshelf is available online at:
www.artscroll.com/ebooks
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ArtScroll Mesorah Publications, the largest publisher
of Jewish books in English, has begun publishing some
of its popular titles as e-books. With over 1,400 print
titles in stock, the decision to step across the digital
divide was fairly straightforward. Gedaliah Zlotowitz,
ArtScroll’s executive vice-president of Sales and Marketing, says, “We’ve
begun with several of our better-known authors, such as Rebbetzin Esther
Jungreis, Rabbi Dr. Abraham Twerski, Rabbi Paysach Krohn, Rabbi Zelig
Pliskin and others.”

People Speak 4

Simply Jewish

For the People….By the People

This book is a practical, lively and simple presentation
of all things Jewish. Designed in an engaging manner, it
is the ideal beginner’s entrée to experiencing a life of
Torah and Mitzvos.

by Chaim Walder

In this new volume in his super-popular series, Chaim
Walder presents the special and personal stories of twenty
six people, observing unique events in their lives and
sharing what they meant to them. Compiled and edited by Walder with his
own fascinating flair, the stories preserve the style and personality of each
storyteller, and the atmosphere in which he or she lives.
Heart-wrenching, eye-opening, and above all true-to-life, these stories ring
true like few others, striking a chord with countless readers. Here you’ll also
find more stories from the beloved “Jew from Meah Shearim,” the colorful,
amusing, and sharp-witted character who has captured thousands of hearts
with his innocence and frankness in earlier volumes of the People Speak
series.

Have you ever been perplexed at a traditional Jewish wedding, or unsure
about what to do during a “shiva”visit? Have you wondered how or why to
make a bar or bat mitzvah? Do you know what makes some foods ‘kosher’ and
others non-kosher? Simply Jewish provides the answers to these questions
and many, many others.
Simply Jewish is a concise, illustrated guide to understanding the rituals,
customs and practices of Judaism. The book features chapters such as Ritual
Items, Kosher, Lifecycle Events, Shabbat, Major Holidays, Minor Holidays,
Fast Days and Days of Remembrance, and the Three Pillars upon Which the
World Stands.

Chaim Walder is well-known throughout Israel for his radio program and
his important work as director of the Child and Family Center in Bnei Brak.
His thousands of readers and listeners seek his advice and compassion and
regularly send in letters revealing their deepest secrets and more difficult
life stories.

Each topic is described in a brief, yet informative manner. Beautiful color
photography compliments the text, as does the frequent “insider sections.”
The helpful appendix includes many prayers in Hebrew, English and
transliterated formats.

List Price: $24.99. Feldheim Publishers, Hard Cover, 239 pages.

List Price: $11.95. K’hal Publishing, Soft Cover, 200 Pages.

Feldheim.com

www.afikimfoundation.org/store.
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THE ART OF HOLINESS

INTRODUCING: THE MISHKAN: THE TABERNACLE, ITS
STRUCTURE, AND IT’S SACRED VESSELS
By Rabbi Avrohom Biderman AND Reviewed By Gavriel Aryeh Sanders

T

he Mishkan, also called the “Tabernacle”
or the “Tent of Meeting,” was the focal
point of Jewish life and worship during
the 40-year wilderness trek from Egypt to the
Promised Land. Built by Moses in the Sinai desert,
the Mishkan was constructed of gold, silver,
copper, fine linen, gold-overlaid planks, and
intricate embroideries – an architectural anomaly
in the stark desert wasteland of 3,320 years ago.
Later, it would serve as the model for Solomon’s
Holy Temple in Jerusalem, which stood for over
eight hundred years all together (it was destroyed
once and rebuilt).

priestly vestments. The images are both thoroughly
researched and exquisitely represented, while the
commentary is highly readable and informative.
Each piece of the Mishkan’s furniture – such
as the Ark and the Menorah – is examined in
detail in the context of the biblical verses which
describe it. Author Rabbi Avrohom Biderman has
drawn primarily on the classic commentary of
the eleventh century scholar Rashi (Rabbi Shlomo
Yitzchaki) as a basis for the extensively-sourced
explanatory text which accompanies each verse.
In addition, Biderman includes numerous short

With nearly 300 pages featuring hundreds of art-quality renderings,
the Kleinman Edition of the Mishkan offers an almost threedimensional perspective of the Mishkan
The chapters in the Torah that describe the
Mishkan have been among the most challenging
sections to study, simply because of how difficult
it is to visualize the architectural and artistic
instructions – until now. In an exquisite new
oversized book, ArtScroll has recently published
the stunningly illustrated Kleinman Edition of the
Spring 2011 | www.ajspirit.com

Mishkan: The Tabernacle, Its Structure, and Its
Sacred Vessels.

The book depicts each element of the Mishkan
in all its artistic detail. With nearly 300 pages
featuring hundreds of art-quality renderings, the
Kleinman Edition of the Mishkan offers an almost
three-dimensional perspective of the Mishkan’s
superstructure, its furnishings, and even the

citations from the sweep of Talmudic and rabbinic
literature which add depth and insight to the
general commentary.
ArtScroll’s The Mishkan explores the construction
of the Holy Ark, the Table of showbread, the
Menorah, the Mishkan’s outer coverings, the
beams which formed the walls, the partition and
entrance tapestries, the copper altar, the golden
altar and the courtyard. The work concludes with
a descriptive chapter on the eight vestments of
the High Priest and the four vestments of the
ordinary priests.
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Biblical measurements, often represented in
handbreadths and cubits, are rendered in inches
and feet in Biderman’s book. The reader will gain
and retain a clear sense of proportion both of the
Mishkan’s sacred vessels and furnishings, as well
as the priestly vestments.
The research and development costs for The
Mishkan were generously provided by Elly and
Brochie Kleinman, who have been patron sponsors
of several major ArtScroll projects, including the
multi-volume series A Daily Dose of Torah and
the Kitzur Shulchan Aruch – the Concise Code of
Jewish Law.
This book is actually the outgrowth of an interactive
ArtScroll DVD, created with sophisticated spaceage software to generate heretofore impossible
representations of the Tabernacle itself and its
contents. This unique DVD, also dedicated by
the Kleinmans, allows the viewer to manipulate
images at will, to “walk” through the Tabernacle
complex, and to see progressive simulations
of how the furnishings of the Mishkan were
constructed. A trailer is available for online
viewing at www.artscroll.com/mishkan.
The Mishkan,

both the book and the DVD, are
available from ArtScroll or at your local Jewish
bookseller.
THE MISHKAN: The
Tabernacle, Its Structure,
and Its Sacred Vessels
(KLEINMAN EDITION)
by Rabbi Avrohom
Biderman (Author)
List Price: $59.99
Binding: Hardcover
Pages: 296
Jan 2011 by ArtScroll/Mesorah

Jewels of Justice
Timeless Jewish Values in the American Courtroom
by Debbie Maimon

O

ne of the striking things about American jurisprudence is that its
roots—and those of British common law from which it evolved—can
be traced to Talmudic laws codified more than two thousand years

ago.

It may come as a surprise to some that Jewish legal traditions have so heavily
influenced our country’s system of justice. Jewish Spirit interviewed leading
Jewish professionals in the legal and judicial fields to learn more about the
debt American justice owes to Torah law, and to discover in what ways these
ancient laws continue to affect judicial practice and criminal defense in our
nation’s courtrooms.
Our interviews also explored the degree to which prominent judicial and
legal figures feel they have benefited from Jewish education, and why some
continue the formal study of Judaism even at the pinnacle of their careers.
Join us as we look in on Federal Judge Mark Goldsmith, District Court Judge
Michelle Appel, Chief Federal Judge Gerald Rosen, and attorneys Bill Sider
and Mitch Ribitwer.

“I Believe With a Complete Faith”
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The Honorable Judge Mark Goldsmith served as a Michigan state circuit court
judge for many years, earning a reputation for outstanding integrity, before
being appointed to the federal bench in 2010 by President Obama.
His investiture ceremony drew hundreds of participants, including a dazzling
array of federal judges, government delegates and prominent public figures.
Also present were U.S. Senators Carl Levin and Debbie Stabenow, who had
recommended Judge Goldsmith to the president.
Standing before this imposing crowd, charged with emotion, the newly
appointed judge said “he was grateful to the Almighty for allowing my
plan to be part of His plan,” and in the words of an ancient Jewish prayer,
thanked God for “granting us all life, sustaining us and allowing us to reach
this day.”

Federal Judges Gerald Rosen and Mark Goldsmith

He hinted that only the Hand of Providence could have brought him — a
child of Russian and Rumanian immigrants — to the heights of achievement
and the realization of his dream. “I do believe with a complete faith,” Judge
Goldsmith said, “that the Spirit above guides the spirit within.”
“He created an atmosphere of respect for Jewish values with this testament
of faith,” recalled Rabbi Avi Cohen, Director of Partners in Torah Detroit who
attended the ceremony.

Torah and Tort
Rabbi Cohen and Judge Goldsmith became acquainted when the two teamed
up to create a Jewish learning program that brought together lawyers and
judges about once every two months in a lecture/discussion format.
“I called the program JLLLO, which stood for Jewish Law Lunch ‘n Learn
Odyssey,” Judge Goldsmith recalled. “It ran for the six years I served as a state
court judge. We covered topics in Jewish law such as capital punishment, the
legal qualifications applicable to witnesses… what conditions disqualify
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a judge from presiding over a case, and many other topics related to civil
jurisprudence.”

“I see Jewish knowledge as the key
ingredient in Jewish survival. Expanding
one’s grasp of Judaism is indispensable to
self-awareness and the perpetuation of a
precious heritage.” – Judge Mark Goldsmith
“It’s interesting that the common law that our courts follow — especially laws
of compensation for injury and for property and monetary loss — have a deep
foundation in the Torah and Talmud,” the judge said.

Partners in Torah
Born and raised in Detroit, Judge Goldsmith has spent most of his adult life
in Michigan. Nine years in a Jewish day school gave him Hebrew reading
skills and some of the rudiments of Judaism, but the real flowering of Jewish
knowledge came much later.
About ten years ago, he and his wife, Judy, joined a local Jewish education
program called Partners in Torah Detroit, a division of the Detroit-based
Yeshiva Beth Yehuda. The program pairs off scores of study partners who
meet one evening a week in the yeshiva’s spacious study hall and learn

together for an hour. The participants come from all streams of Judaism and
all walks of life.
“It’s a wonderful opportunity to enhance Jewish knowledge,” the judge says
of the program. “The group’s organizers find a chavrusah (learning partner)
or mentor for anyone who seriously desires to learn. Participants pick the
subject matter, whether Talmud, Chumash, Maimonides, Mishnah, Jewish
philosophy, understanding prayer…learning to read Hebrew—whatever they
have an interest in.”
“I see Jewish knowledge as the key ingredient in Jewish survival,” he remarked.
“Expanding one’s grasp of Judaism is indispensable to self-awareness and the
perpetuation of a precious heritage.”

Michelle is enthusiastic about her work,
noting that it gives her the opportunity
to put into practice her philosophy that
in punishing crime, society should aim
for a redemptive goal.
Judge Goldsmith’s own passion for Jewish knowledge seems boundless.
Seeking more than a once-a-week encounter with Jewish learning, he has for
the past four years participated in a weekly Talmud study at his synagogue.
For the last two years, he has also engaged in a weekly study session of
Jewish texts with a yeshiva graduate.
The judge says his study of traditional Jewish sources has exerted an impact
on his personal life, prompting a quest “to determine what God’s directives to
us are.” His odyssey led him on a spiritual journey toward a more traditional
form of Jewish practice. Several years ago, he became strictly Sabbath
observant.

Love of Country
Another passion is his life is love of country, manifest in the way he talks
about America as a place of unparalleled opportunity.

Judge Mark Goldsmith studying at Partners in Torah Detroit

“As children of immigrants, my parents transmitted to me their unshakable
faith in the optimism that is America,” he said. “They would regularly teach us
kids, “Remember, ‘American’ ends in ‘I can.’”
➲
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Participants found it fascinating to examine the same issues from both the
Torah’s standpoint and that of secular law — discovering both the contrasts
and the similarities.

His remarks at his investiture evoked the memories
of his immigrant grandparents who “dreamed the
quintessential American dream… saving enough
to buy their own home, sending their children
to college and practicing their ancient faith in
accordance with their conscience.”
He paid tribute to the marvelous workings of
destiny in a country where those dreams came
true. In a spine-tingling footnote, he noted that he
was accepting his appointment by the President
of the United States and taking his judicial oath
“at the very same site where his grandparents
swore allegiance as citizens to the country that
had taken them in.”
For Judge Goldsmith, America’s judicial system
is one of the country’s most extraordinary and
precious assets. “From speaking to lawyers and
judges in other parts of the world, I’ve seen that
the American system is the envy of so many
people,” he said. “As in every system, there are
imperfections that call for remedy. But overall, it
is the standard bearer for justice. Its safeguarding
of individual rights and its stress on preserving
human dignity is emblematic of this nation’s love
of liberty and respect for the individual.”

Federal Judge Michelle Appel

That philosophy of justice tempered with mercy
draws its influence from Jewish tradition, she
notes, adding that according to Jewish belief, a
world governed by strict justice alone could not
survive. She says she tries to lighten the doom-andgloom atmosphere typical of some courtrooms by
injecting humor and lightheartedness wherever
possible.

encountered strong opposition from certain
factions in the communities who saw it as a
violation of church-state separation.

“My kids tell me my jokes are not as funny as I
think they are, that the people in the courtroom
laugh because they have no choice,” she quips.

“I didn’t agree. In no way did it pose a churchstate problem. But you had a lot of people swept
up in this rhetoric and the critics seemed to be
gaining the upper hand,” Judge Appel recalled.

People of the Book
The judge describes her role in Judaism as
“evolving” and says her exploration of Judaism
through Partners in Torah has impacted her
thinking. Judge Appel and her husband, attorney
Jeff Appel, joined the program about ten years
ago, at the recommendation of close friends, and
have been avid participants ever since.

Honorable Michelle Appel, district court judge in
the Eastern District of Michigan, took the bench
in 2003. Before that, she was a practicing attorney
for over 20 years.

She said the demographics of the Sabbathobserving community were not being represented
at the local government level. “I wasn’t strictly
Sabbath-observant myself, but the whole thing
made me angry,” she said. Spurred by the hope of
correcting what she saw as a political imbalance,
she ran for Oakland County commissioner. She
won, and the eruv proposition ultimately passed.

Recalling pivotal life choices that launched her
judicial career, Judge Appel spoke of the time,
eleven years ago, when she ran for Oakland
County commissioner representing the Detroit
suburbs of Oak Park, Huntington Woods, and
Pleasant Ridge.

Her years on the county’s legislative body
prepared her for her later role as U.S. District
Court Judge of the Eastern District of Michigan,
to which she was elected in 2003 after her father
retired from that post. She was re-elected to a
second term in 2008.

The hot button issue at the time concerned an
eruv, the Jewish term for an enclosure around
a home or community, often constructed by a
wire that can be many miles long. It enables the
carrying of objects in the public domain for Jews
on the Sabbath, activity that would otherwise
be forbidden by Torah law. The proposed eruv

Michelle is enthusiastic about her work, noting
that it gives her the opportunity to put into
practice her philosophy that in punishing crime,
society should aim for a redemptive goal.

The beauty of the program, according to Michelle,
is that it breaks down walls in the Jewish
community between the different denominations
that normally don’t interact. “Social connections
develop… you discover a surprising amount of
common ground.”

“I believe in giving people a chance… Many of
the defendants that come before me are young

➲

Giving People a Chance
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people in trouble for the first time. Yes, I do have
to send some to jail, but if at all possible I try to
allow a first time offender to take a bad situation
and turn it around, to build a positive outcome
from it.”

“I’ve studied Pirkei Avot, (Ethics of the Fathers)
and Jewish Prayer. Lately I’ve paired up with an
amazing woman, Mrs. Basya Fishman, who has
a vast amount of knowledge at her fingertips.
We’ve been studying the parsha (weekly Scriptural
portion). The theme running through a lot of this
material is the centrality of kindness in Judaism.
Also, the importance of self-discipline and selfanalysis, making sure one’s motives aren’t tainted.”

28

“The analytic approach of our method of litigation, in
which precedents are used to establish legal arguments,
comes straight from the Talmud. And the right of a
defendant to refuse to incriminate himself is also
rooted in the Talmud.” – Judge Gerald Rosen
Commenting on the loss of religiosity in
contemporary American Jewish life, she noted
that for much of the American Jewish community,
Judaism is a closed book. “That’s unfortunate,”
she said. “Jewishness adds such richness and
quality to life, especially to family life.”

The ‘Million-Dollar Courtroom’
Honorable Judge Gerald Rosen became Chief
Judge of the Eastern District of Michigan in
2009, following a luminous 20-year judicial
career. He presides over Detroit’s “million dollar
courtroom,” an historic structure famous for its
architectural elegance and majestic design that
includes Biblical imagery.
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Although a courtroom is only as noble as the
defenders of justice within it, the “million-dollar
courtroom” has been said to inspire a certain
reverence in those who find themselves in its
domain. “You want to walk the extra mile in
the pursuit of truth and justice when you are in
this courtroom,” said former U.S. District Judge

Damon Keith, who presided there before being
appointed to the U.S. Court of Appeals.
Judge Rosen agrees. Describing the unusual
artwork adorning the walls of his courtroom, he
mentions a scroll representing the Torah that
symbolizes the recording of the law for future
generations. There is also a representation of
Deborah the Prophetess who judged the ancient
nation of Israel, according to the Book of Judges.
While religious symbols in some courtrooms have
been the subject of heated church-state debate—a
court of appeals recently ordered an Ohio judge
to remove a poster of the Ten Commandments
from his courtroom—Judge Rosen says he is not
bothered by Biblical depictions in the courtroom.
“We can’t deny that much of our common law
principles were derived from Biblical law. There
is nothing unconstitutional about acknowledging
that in the artwork adorning the courtroom.”
He cites a few examples: “The analytic approach
of our method of litigation, in which precedents
are used to establish legal arguments, comes
straight from the Talmud. And the right of a
defendant to refuse to incriminate himself is also
rooted in the Talmud.”

Walking the Extra Mile

Judge Gerald Rosen

It’s been said that every good judge encounters
a least one high-profile case in his career that
forces him to take an unpopular stand. In one
of these cases, United States vs. Koubriti, Judge
Rosen wrestled with moral choices that led him,
in Judge Keith’s words, “to walk the extra mile in

the pursuit of truth and justice”—taking no small
amount of flak for doing so.
The Koubriti case was the first terrorism case to
come to trial in the aftermath of the September
2001 attacks on the Twin Towers. It caused a
media sensation. Three men accused of being part
of a Detroit terror sleeper cell were convicted of
conspiracy and sentenced to stiff jail sentences.
In th eyes of a public still mourning the thousands
of lives lost in the Twin Towers attacks, the
punishment was richly deserved.
But the case fell apart after evidence surfaced
that the lead prosecutor had withheld exculpatory
evidence and obstructed justice in other ways.
Judge Rosen, who presided over the case, threw
out the convictions and granted the men a new
trial.
In the tense post-September 11th climate, critics
accused Judge Rosen of being soft on terrorism
and undermining the anti-terror war.
“I’m actually just the opposite,” the judge said
in an interview with this writer. “But this case
tested our core constitutional principles. Those
principles have withstood countless challenges in
our nation’s history, and the Koubriti case posed
some of the greatest ones of all.
“A pattern of serious prosecutorial misconduct had
emerged that demanded a response. Regardless
of the political fallout, I viewed my duty to
enforce the constitution of the United States
as paramount. I would hope any federal judge
worthy of the title would do the same.”

Hitting the Books
Bill Sider is used to hearing his profession—he’s
a tax lawyer—being derided as dull and tedious.
“I know it sounds like an oxymoron to call it
exciting, but tax law is actually a very ‘happening’
field to be in,” he says.
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“Tax issues ripple through every imaginable
pursuit. They affect the buying and selling of
companies, marriage and divorce, synagogues
and clergy, and the question of what qualifies as
a non-profit organization.”

It was while in law school in Salt Lake City that
Bill began to have second thoughts about his
heritage. “There’s nothing like being a minority in
a religious community to prompt you to figure out
where you belong,” he said.

As a tax specialist, Mr. Sider is keenly familiar with
the controversy over school vouchers — finding
constitutional grounds for permitting tax credits
to be applied to tuition in religious schools.

“I hit the books. I started reading about Jewish
belief and rituals. It was fascinating to discover
that Judaism was actual a profound belief system.
As I learned more, the pendulum began swinging
in the opposite direction.”

Attorney Bill Sider

“I was sent to Hebrew school as a little kid and
went up the ranks until I was bar mitzvah. It was
an utter waste of time,” he recalls. “The learning
level never went beyond the third grade. After
having this stuff shoved down my throat, I felt
Judaism had nothing to offer me.

Bill returned to Michigan after earning his degree.
He married and began raising a family, all the
while continuing his exploration of Judaism. “My
wife and I began to observe Shabbos, although we
were not knowledgeable enough to do it right. At
first Shabbos was a lonely time. And it seemed to
go forever—an interminable day of restrictions.”
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“Jewish day school communities are hemorrhaging
over tuition costs,” he said. “Finding a mechanism
that would allow tax credits to subsidize tuition
while also satisfying church-state restrictions
would be a lifeline to day school parents.” That
leads him to the number one issue in his life
— Jewish education. He likens himself to the
proverbial reformed smoker who tends to sound
like he’s on a crusade.
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Things changed when they transferred their children to an Orthodox day
school in Detroit. The move brought the Siders into a new orbit of friends and
acquaintances that enriched their lives.
“We were invited to many different homes for Shabbos and holidays. We
were also fortunate in having great neighbors who drew us into a closeknit religious community. We slowly grew into the lifestyle and are very
comfortable with it now.”
In addition to participating in Federation-run educational programs, the
Siders became regulars at the Detroit-based Partners in Torah. “There’s an
amazing energy to the Tuesday night class, with hundreds of people from all
over the Detroit area learning together in one room,” he said. “The folks who
run the program have a special gift for matching people up—and for giving of
themselves. It’s the most vibrant part of my week.”

Love Thy Neighbor
One of Michigan’s top criminal
defense lawyers with 35 years of trial
work behind him, Mitch Ribitwer
is no stranger to life’s seamier
side. But that hasn’t dimmed his
enthusiasm for helping people and
finding the good in them.
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“It all comes down to ‘love thy
neighbor,’ Judaism’s number
one precept,” he said. “That’s the
animating force in a healthy society.
It’s what keeps the world spinning
Attorney Mitch Ribitwer
on its axis.” He says the “golden
rule” also lies at the heart of civil law. “When this value is undermined in
society, we are all in trouble.”
A Michigan native, Mr. Ribitwer grew up in a religious home and attended
Yeshiva Bais Yehuda from kindergarten through high school. In view of the
forces of assimilation chipping away at American Jewry, he considers himself
fortunate in being able to pass on Jewish pride and a strong sense of Jewish
identity to his three (now grown) children.
A strong proponent of Jewish education at any age, Mitch is a regular at
Partners in Torah. In a poignant twist, his ‘partner’ is a man who was once
➲ continued ON page 61
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An Analysis of Torah Law as it Applies
to Every-Day Business Dealings

THE ART

OF
RESPONSIBILITY

THE TALE
OF THE

STOCKBROCKER
by Rabbi Chaim Kohn
provided by The Business Halacha Institute

Generally, there will be some sort of signed disclaimer limiting the adviser’s
liability, but as with any legal dispute, one can never be certain that a contract
will cover all possible claims. Many times, professional advice is offered not
in a contractual context but as part of a potential business venture, and if
matters don’t work out as expected, a claim against the consultant is not
unlikely.
What are the provisions of Torah law in terms of liability for bad advice? Let’s
look at one scenario and then explore the applicable principles:
Rick is a close friend of Sam and a known stockbroker. He alerts Sam to a
stock that, in his opinion, has great potential for growth and urges him to
join him in this investment. Stocks are Rick’s area of expertise as well as
his trade, and there is an implied understanding that Sam will pay for Rick’s
professional services.
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Sam follows the broker’s advice but loses his money after the value of the
shares plunges. He is visibly upset about his losses and, not surprisingly,
blames Rick. He suspects that the broker did not properly research the stock
before advising him, relying instead on his instincts, and therefore he wants
Rick to compensate him for his losses.
For his part, the broker claims that he never misrepresented any facts, nor
did he accept responsibility for Sam’s decision to invest, and in fact he is
upset over his own personal losses. The two men decide to bring their case
to a Jewish court, called a Beis Din, and to follow the Torah laws that apply
to them.

He suspects that the broker did not properly
research the stock before advising him and
wants to be compensated for his losses.
Interestingly, the legal guidelines established by the SEC (Securities and
Exchange Commission) for a broker/client relationship in such a case are
quite ambiguous. Although there is general agreement that the broker would
be liable in a clear case of deceit, most of the time there is no real deceit
involved – only a breach of trust.

➲
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eople like advice, and they like to hold the adviser responsible if his
advice fails. This is true in general but particularly when it comes
to monetary matters. Today more than ever, complex matters –
from dealing with medical issues to purchasing stocks – require experts’
assistance; indeed, an entire industry of professional assistance has come
into existence to advise and guide people in all areas of life.

According to some legal opinions, a broker
who knowingly misrepresents facts and risks is
certainly guilty of fraud, but there is no statutory
obligation for the broker to do research; his only
obligation is to see to it that all his statements
are truthful. Therefore, there is no legal claim for
liability if he did not properly research the stock
and relied instead on his gut feeling.
The SEC asserts that the so-called “shingle theory,”
which obligates the broker to deal fairly with the
client, implies that any breach of this obligation
can be deemed fraudulent. However, in the words
of one well-received article on the subject, “This
theory — and the duty it creates — pretty much
comes from nowhere.” That is to say, the rulings
on such cases in court are arbitrary and as such
do not provide useful information about clear
industry standards.
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All this is important to our question because these
types of standards, called minhag hasochrim,
can have a bearing on the applicable Torah law.
Unlike the laws that govern this country, such
as common law, statutes or laws established by
judges, through which liability is often ascertained
by arbitrary rules based on moral and assumed

behavioral standards, Torah law is subject to
clear, preset definitions of law that categorize
liability. Although clear behavioral standards can
be relevant to an area of Torah law known as
minhag hamedinah (local practice) or minhag
hasocharim (industry practice), nevertheless,
unless a practice is proven to be the recognized
standard, the Torah law on the books will
prevail.

There are two theories
of liability in Torah law
that could potentially be
relevant to our case.
There are two theories of liability in Torah law
that could potentially be relevant to our case: One
would require that the liable party has voluntarily
assumed responsibility to pay damages. The other
would require that damages were caused by a
wrongful act (tort).
Two examples of the voluntary assumption of
liability are a guarantor on a loan (called an arev),
and a guardian, or bailee, with whom someone
entrusts their property (called a shomer). These
are responsibilities people choose to take upon
themselves and, assuming there is acceptance
of fiduciary responsibility – whether verbally
or by implied behavior – they can be liable for
losses suffered on their account. Examples of
implied acceptance of responsibility would be a
clear directive from a guarantor to the lender to
forward money to the borrower, or a guardian
instructing the owner to deliver to him the item
he is to watch. It then becomes the duty of the
guardian to ensure that no harm comes to the
item entrusted to his care.
Legal liability for causing damage is generally
limited to acts of tort. However, responsibility
for consequential, or indirect, damages is a
contentious issue. For example, although crashing
into someone’s car is clearly a tort, hiding a
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cab driver’s car keys, for example, resulting in
his losing a day’s income is not. Though such
behavior would certainly be a violation of Torah
law, nevertheless, the actions of this wrongdoer
cannot be prosecuted legally, and the driver
cannot recover his losses in a Beis Din.
Even so, there are consequential damages that
are considered acts of tort under the category of
dina degarmi [pronounced DEEnah d’garMEE]— a
kind of tort that can include indirect damages.
One such case is that of a consultant who has
assured a lender that a particular borrower is
creditworthy. If it is apparent that this consultant
is being relied upon, he is held responsible for the
consequences of his recommendation.

Therefore, if it turns out that the consultant’s
information was based on negligent research
and that the borrower was already then in bad
standing and likely to default on the loan, the
consultant is liable for any consequent losses
under the theory of dina degarmi. This is because
Torah law views the harm done as immediate and

The consultant is liable not because of an implied acceptance of responsibility,
in the manner of a guarantor, but because the flawed information he
gave is considered to have caused damage to the lender. Additionally,
even if the consultant explicitly declines to be a guarantor, he would
still be legally responsible for having committed a tort, based on the
principles of dina degarmi.
Let’s now return to our case of Rick the stockbroker and Sam
the investor. If a broker’s advice would include an implied
assumption of responsibility for any losses suffered, Rick
would be liable in the same manner as a guarantor. If
only it were so. Investing in the market is known to be
inherently risky. Though on the one hand, a sensible
investor will not make a move without consulting with
a professional, on the other hand, he is fully aware
that his investment may be lost. In our case, Rick has
not accepted legal responsibility as a guarantor and would not be
liable under that theory.
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Neither did Rick commit a liable act of tort under the classic definition.
Although Rick urged Sam to invest, he did not force him to invest.
It was Sam’s free decision and desire for profit that influenced his
decision. To be liable for a tort, Rick would have had to cause direct
damage.
But what about dina degarmi? Clearly, Sam relied explicitly
on Rick’s expert advice in deciding that this was a wise
investment. As such, his actions compare to a consultant
who recommends a borrower as being creditworthy
when he is not. If, in fact, Rick was negligent in his
research and gave bad advice, his recommendation
would constitute a breach of trust.
As we said earlier, “breach of trust” in this case may
not be a winning legal argument in a US court but
for purposes of Torah Law, whether there is or is not a
statutory obligation for a stockbroker to do research is
not relevant. The client was counting on receiving sound
advice.
➲ continued ON page 60
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expected, though neither the consultant nor the lender was aware of it at
the time.
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Project Sinai: Where Do You
					 Want to Learn Today?
by Ruth Levit
Great Gets Better - Project
Sinai Releases Its New
Platform
Elodie - a 33-year old French
woman with a Jewish father and a
non-Jewish mother - never could
have imagined that online Jewish
education could have a life-altering,
profound impact on her, her family,
and her future. But it has, and she,
her husband and young son Samuel
all have Lori Palatnik and the entire
team at ProjectSinai.org to thank
for it!
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While not raised with any Jewish
affiliation, Elodie became interested
in Judaism at the age of twenty.
After moving to New York City in 2003, she had her first chance to experience
the beauty and meaning of Jewish studies and traditions. Living in the Upper
West Side, Elodie and her husband were introduced to exceptional teachers
from a spectrum of Jewish organizations. Soon after, the couple became close
to Brooklyn’s Lubavitch community and began to spend Shabbat there. While
continuing their learning, the couple began to experiment with observance,
and began considering the possibility of a formal conversion to Judaism.
However, in 2008 her working visa was not renewed, and Elodie had to return
to France, leaving behind the connections she had made. She continued her
studies online and soon connected with Lori Palatnik – founder of the
Jewish Women’s Renaissance Project and one of the featured speakers on
ProjectSinai.org. Elodie was immediately drawn to Lori’s classes on Project
Sinai and the unique learning experience afforded her in the interactive
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classroom environment. Unlike the other online learning forums she had
seen, Project Sinai enabled her to ask questions of Lori and of the other
dynamic instructors, and to engage in stimulating discussions with a truly
international pool of students – all live and in real time!
Ultimately, as she continued growing and learning more, Lori helped her
find a local Orthodox rabbi to supervise her learning and to guide her on her
course towards conversion. Through the entire process, Lori and numerous
other teachers made themselves completely available to answer questions
via email or online between classes.
Despite the challenges of time zones (which often had Elodie awake at 2AM for
Lori’s 48 Ways to Wisdom class at 9PM EST, and again at 5AM for Josh Kohl’s
class on the writings of Rabbi Dessler), Elodie continued to be a mainstay in
virtually every Project Sinai program. As Elodie herself elaborated, “Project
Sinai has been a tremendous help in my learning process. The system is
very user-friendly and the chat allows me to speak directly both with the

speaker and with the other students. Classes are very accessible, even for
beginners, while students come from all over the world. Some are religious
and some are not - so it is always an interesting mix. I actually made very
good ‘’friends’’ online among the students, some of whom live 6,000 miles
away from me. And we now connect via email and Facebook and keep on
sharing what we learn.”

The international cyber-energy was palpable
as everyone on the Project Sinai team
checked their watches, knowing what was
going on across the Atlantic.
It was March 11, 2010 when Elodie and her rabbi in Paris decided it was time
for her to go to the mikvah and complete her conversion. The international
cyber-energy was palpable as everyone on the Project Sinai team checked
their watches, knowing what was going on across the Atlantic. Elodie sent
updates throughout the day about her preparations, going to the mikvah and
before the Beit Din (Jewish Court). And then, just one week later, Samuel,
their first child, entered the world – as a Jew.
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learning platform affords them, while instructors around the world can’t get
over its ease of use.
The full conferencing capability enables users to interface with the speakers
and with each other in real time via text, audio and video chat. Along
with additional features such as polling, quizzing, “hand raising,” animated
PowerPoint presentations, graphics, live and pre-recorded video feeds
and even a function so users can “share on-screen tools” to draw on the
“whiteboard,” the site offers a one-of-a-kind user experience.
Should you ever want to check back with a previously run program, all
presentations are automatically archived for easy on-demand access.
This unique archiving tool allows teachers to utilize the system as a
comprehensive education platform. Even tests that are given during the class
remain “live,” with the results recorded for the instructor. Notification emails
are automatically programmed to remind participants of classes or events for
which they have registered or to provide post-presentation follow-up.
A geographic database can even recognize viewers’ locations and inform
them of brick and mortar events and classes in their own area.

Since then, Elodie has continued learning online - the ideal situation for
a new mother. To say this experience has been life changing for Elodie is
certainly an understatement. And with these life-changing experiences also
come some smaller pleasures. As Elodie says, “Samuel, who is now a year old,
knows Lori on the computer screen and always claps hands when he sees
her! I hope we’ll get to meet in person some time.”

Project Sinai’s New Platform

The Afikim Foundation’s ProjectSinai.org escorts us into the 21st century by
combining an innovative curriculum - provided by the organization’s team
of world-renowned educators - with state-of-the-art web conferencing
technology with a menu of interactive educational tools. Each and every
viewer gets the very same front row seat to listen to and converse with
world-class personalities. Students appreciate the accessibility that the

Engaging and Timely Programs in the Works
Project Sinai’s vast array of content appeals to a broad range of tastes
and interests and is constantly expanding. For instance, a health channel
is currently being developed with the learned assistance of noted experts
in nutrition, exercise, stress reduction and psychology to address today’s
urgent challenges, such as childhood obesity and anorexia. This channel will
also provide information, motivation and skills to promote healthy lifestyle
behaviors and continue participants’ learning and growth in Judaism as
well.
➲
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In the coming weeks Project Sinai’s team of content and technology gurus,
under the talented direction of Rick Magder, are unrolling a top-to-bottom
rebuilding of their already cutting-edge system. In this new version, users
will experience enhanced HD-quality video, multiple participants on video,
downloadable audio and video programs, file sharing and a dynamic new
interface that allows presenters ultimate flexibility to control the classroom
layout and content. All of this, on top of a brand new toolbox of educational
resources, is sure to make Project Sinai a vital part of people’s Jewish
learning agenda.

With features such as polling, quizzing,
“hand raising,” animated PowerPoint
presentations, graphics, live and
pre-recorded video feeds and even a
function so users can “share on-screen
tools” to draw on the “whiteboard,” the site
offers a one-of-a-kind user experience.

to create a uniquely innovative and engaging learning experience for kids definitely not your grandmother’s Hebrew School!
ToTally Online attracts families from all over the US, often in places that don’t

have many Jews, let alone a Hebrew school. They want to give their children
something Jewish and ToTally Online is the perfect solution. As a result of
The Afikim Foundation’s warm relations with the US Military stemming from
a partnership on a previous project, an email went out to military families
worldwide about an online Hebrew school and Jewish families defending
their country around the globe jumped at the opportunity.

The Project Sinai platform has also begun hosting “private label” channels for
organizations that want to take advantage of the sophisticated technology
and Project Sinai’s vast educational content, but want to present it under
their own sponsorship and branding. Federations, educational institutes and
national organizations have all benefited by sharing Project Sinai’s resources
and its unique access to renowned educators and professionals. The system’s
customizable templates and capacity to smoothly interface with existing
websites offer organizations both personalization and even the potential for
revenue.
Adina Schonfeld, the campus coordinator for JerusalemOnlineUniversity.com,
is one of the many users who have been beta-testing the new system. “We
have been using Project Sinai to reach students on campuses all over the US
and Canada who participate in our Israel Inside/Out online course when staff
is not available to host an event on their campus. These students participate
in a live and interactive virtual class so that they can still complete their
requirements. Our goal is to use Project Sinai for our other courses as well
and to give students who have no rabbi on their campus the opportunity to
feel connected. It’s an amazing tool to reach students. We love it and hope to
utilize Project Sinai in many more ways in the future. Project Sinai has really
created something fantastic.”
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New Programming for Kids
In response to the spiraling crisis born from a lack of Jewish education among
today’s youngsters, Project Sinai has initiated children’s programming with
the launch of ToTallyOnline.org, an entertaining, fast-paced (and often zany)
online Hebrew School hosted by Rabbi Tzvi Gluckin. From cities as far away
as Stuttgart, Germany and Joubertina, South Africa and from areas a varied
as Curacao in the Caribbean to South Pines, North Carolina, ToTally Online
enables children ages 8 to 11 to acquire a foundation of Jewish knowledge
from master teachers who are also available to their students between
classes for questions and discussion. High quality content such as video
snippets, animation, interactive games, YouTube clips, instant polls and
quizzes and Project Sinai’s interactive video conferencing all come together

In some homes, these children – along with their siblings – gather around
the computer every Sunday. According to one mother, “Our family loves the
online program. We hope they will launch a version for our 12-year-old so he
can start preparing for his Bar Mitzvah.” Another parent sent ToTally Online
a photo of his family glued to the computer screen. And that is the magic of
ToTally Online. It gives Jewish families a connection to Judaism that doesn’t
otherwise exist.

Project Sinai: The News Standard in Online Jewish Education
With accredited, advanced and beginner classes, Daf Yomi sessions, as well
as programs on food, holidays, Jewish philosophy, mysticism, self help, Torah
insights and others, Project Sinai offers a wide range of programs for adults
and kids. Already having attracted thousands of visitors from all parts of the
world, while receiving audience acclaim for its presentation and content,
ProjectSinai.org is quickly proving to be a most powerful communication
tool complete with an enriching and ever-evolving educational environment
within the global online community.
Visit www.projectsinai.org today to check out their variety of
at-home programs.
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Not Your Father’s Hebrew School
Family Involvement Breathes New Life into Children’s Jewish Education
By Charlotte Friedland, Family Profiles By Margie Pensak

For many of us, the term “Hebrew school” conjures visions of
tedious reading drills and irrelevant tales of ancient history.
The insult of being dropped off by merciless parents for these
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mandatory lessons was only exacerbated by the knowledge that
most of our friends were out playing or having fun at the mall.
It was the price we paid for being Jewish, the required ticket
for that Bar- or Bat Mitzvah that would finally release us
from those boring classes.
That was then.
This is now! Jewish education has taken a turn for the better and creative
new programs that challenge the old Sunday school model are emerging
all over the country. Not only do they make Jewish learning stimulating
and meaningful for children, they involve the entire family in a dynamic
exploration of Judaism.
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It’s hard to tell whether these initiatives are driven more by teachers and
rabbis dedicated to outreach or by today’s young Jewish parents seeking
a positive Jewish experience for their entire families. The parents’ needs
range from a vague acknowledgment that their children should acquire
some understanding of what it means to be a Jew to an outright craving for
Jewish knowledge, the deep sense that we all need to learn more about our
heritage.
Call it serendipity or call it divine providence: Successful programs arise
where there are knowledgeable Jews who want to teach, and eager Jews who
want to learn.
A perfect case in point is the Jewish Education Center of South Florida,
located in Boca Raton. Its Sunday-morning school is called the Fun Family
Hebrew School. “And we mean it!” says Rabbi Avi Wealcatch, administrator.
No homework, no tests, and a classroom alive with exciting activity make
Jewish learning a carefree experience. Children as young as five years old
can participate in arts and crafts; older students learn about Judaism through
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games and stories. Hebrew is taught, of course,
“but it’s not our main focus,” according to Rabbi
Wealcatch.
What is the main focus? “Values,” he states
emphatically. “Jewish values are the key to
appreciating Judaism and incorporating it into
your life. No matter where you stand on the
spectrum of Jewish identity, you can develop a
deeper attachment to eternal Jewish values.”

Randy and Wendy Solganik had been involved in a Jewish learning program for about a year
when their rabbi asked them a great question. Rabbi Sruly Koval of Cleveland and his wife Ruchi had
been offering a variety of introductory classes to fill in some of the meaning in Judaism that many
people never got growing up, and the Solganiks had been very appreciative. One day, Rabbi Koval
asked his class, “What more can we do for you?” Wendy thought about this question and answered,
“I really want you to educate my children. I just can’t give them the same kind of education I got in
Hebrew School; it was just not a great experience for me.”

The parents of the Hebrew school children play
an integral role in this process. To make that
easier, the JEC holds sessions for parents while
their children are in school. “Officially, we require
at least one parent to attend one of two Sunday
morning sessions,” but, of course, no one is
going to turn away a child if his parents choose
not to participate. Because the adult sessions,
titled “Journey to Spiritual Growth,” are engaging,
however, little enticement is needed. Rabbi
Shimon Feder’s session about the weekly Torah
reading is always intriguing, and Rabbi Avi Meth
discusses current events in light of Torah thought.
Their presentations always stimulate questions
and response.
“What’s best about these discussions is that
the rabbis are non-judgmental,” affirms Judy
Pepper, parent of two Hebrew School children.
Judy and her husband Steven avail themselves
of the Sunday morning classes, as well as other
programs offered by the JEC, and they have
consistently found that the rabbis, their wives
and families are genuinely open and friendly. “It’s
➲

“Rabbi Koval took the idea and ran with it,” recalls Wendy. “Ten families went to a beautiful nature
center in Shaker Heights, where classes were held. The kids were in one classroom, learning for two
hours, and the adults were in a separate room where we got to schmooze and learn from different
Torah speakers. When I was growing up, I had never heard of the concept of parents and kids learning
at the same time. This Sunday program evolved into the Jewish Family Experience (JFX). Today it
takes up ten classrooms, divided by ages, in a rented private school. It’s shocking that it worked out
as I had hoped. The Kovals, themselves, are so inspired and enthusiastic. They are the best teachers.
We are all Jews; we all want to learn and grow.”
The Solganiks host a Shabbat dinner every Friday night with friends and family, and they find the Jewish
holidays much more meaningful now. “Koshering our kitchen is something that we are beginning to
contemplate,” says Wendy. “I now go to shul sometimes on Shabbat morning to hear the Torah portion.
Twenty years ago, I wouldn’t have thought I would. I grew up in a Conservative home and we went
to a Conservative shul. We were never invited to the rabbi’s home to see the beauty of Shabbat or
the beauty of havdalah. At JFX there is at least one Shabbaton for everyone, once a year. There is no
pressure – just true Judaism in a very welcoming, inspiring way, at your own pace.”
The Solganiks’ daughter, Sophia, is a fifth grader in public school, who is as enthusiastic about JFX as
her parents.
“We get to do all sorts of stuff, and we get to learn about the things that make us so different from
everybody else,” says Sophia. “I’m now in a Bat Mitzvah class, and I’m learning that not all the mitzvot
are for everyone. Certain ones are for certain people to do and certain others are for certain places;
but even a little mitzvah that you do is important no matter what!”
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“It’s become a family-tofamily relationship, really”–
Judy Pepper, Boca Raton

A year ago, Suzie Kaitz, of Denver, Colorado, and her 11-year-old
daughter Auriel attended a Reconstructionist synagogue. While there,
Suzie decided to switch Hebrew schools so Auriel could go to The Sunday
Experience program. Under the directorship of Mrs. Esther Feldheim,
it is the Sunday school division of The Jewish Experience. She was so
enamored with the Torah lifestyle that she couldn’t learn enough about it
fast enough.
When I spoke to Auriel, who now prefers her Jewish name, Faigy, it had only
been six weeks since she left her public school – which she had attended
for 7½ years – to attend the Hillel Day School. She was simultaneously
attending The Sunday Experience and the extra-curricular Bat Mitzvah
program, and had just learned how to read Hebrew script.
“We’ve created a Frankenstein!” says Suzie, jokingly. “She skips around the
house kissing all the mezuzahs. She has a private tutor, two hours a day, to
catch up. She’s so excited; she wants to take everything on at once. People
told me that she wouldn’t enjoy it, but she really does.”

“I like tznius (the laws of modesty), because,
basically, our body protects our soul, and so does
our clothing, so it should be appropriate.”
– Auriel (Faigy) Kaitz, 11
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Of all the mitzvos, Faigy particularly likes observing Shabbos. “I like it
because of the history behind it – because Hashem rested, so we should also
rest. I also like tznius (the laws of modesty), because, basically, our body
protects our soul, and so does our clothing, so it should be appropriate. I
like keeping kosher, too, because when animals are slaughtered in a kosher
way they don’t suffer.
“I like going to a Jewish school
better,” Faigy continues, “because
you get to learn about Judaism and
mitzvos a lot more.”
Although Faigy’s role models are
her Hebrew-school teacher, Mrs.
Eve Levy and her tutor, Mrs. Rena
Neuwirth, she does give credit
where credit is due.
“I also look up to my mom,” says Faigy. “She started making the moves.
When she told me about going to The Sunday Experience, I said, ‘What?!’
Now I see she was really making the right decision to become more
observant.”

Steven and Josh Pepper at a JEC Family Hebrew School event

become a family-to-family relationship, really,” says Judy. The Pepper family
has spent Shabbat with the rabbis and their families -- learning from them,
laughing with them, and exchanging ideas on Torah and Judaism in a warm,
casual atmosphere. “I can ask them anything,” says Judy, “and I do.”
It’s not a matter of acquiring information as much as breaking down the
stereotypes about traditional Jewish living. “I always thought that Orthodox
Jews put women down,” says Judy, “but I found out that was a misconception.”
Through her observation of the dynamics of religious families, and several
frank discussions (especially with JEC’s Rabbi Moshe Goldstein, who is
involved in college campus outreach) she discovered that “there’s enormous
respect for women, and the laws regarding them are built on the Torah’s
premise that women are naturally more spiritual than men. Now that was an
‘aha’ moment!”
True to its goal of making Jewish learning accessible to everyone, the JEC
runs numerous groups all week long. On Mondays and Tuesdays “Torah with
a Twist” classes center on Talmud and Bible; on Wednesday evenings women
get together for “Renew Yourself” discussions; on Thursdays good food
and hot topics are examined from a Torah point of view at Lunch & Learn
sessions. Then there’s BRITE – the Boca Raton Institute of Torah Education
– which aims to boost literacy in Jewish texts. “And this year we’re starting
a Jewish sports camp for children,” adds Rabbi Wealcatch. “There seems to
be a demand.”
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Paige Sterling, 10, and Yocheved Wylen at a JFX Girls’ Club event

No Prior Jewish Education Required
The Peppers’ encounter with dynamic Judaism is mirrored by that of the
Wolfson family of Cleveland, whose lives have been enriched by the Jewish
Family Experience there. Unlike many other adult education programs that
were started to supplement a children’s Hebrew school, JFX began with adult
discussion groups. Rabbi Sruli Koval, a mohel, and his wife Ruchi, a licensed
parenting coach, had been giving marriage and parenting workshops for some
time. Their genuine enthusiasm for the Torah perspective on daily life issues
was so invigorating that participants urged them to start a Sunday school for
children! “We’re hearing about Judaism as we never heard it before. Why
shouldn’t our kids learn what we’re learning?”

That suggestion prompted a multi-faceted program, with Family Sunday
School at its epicenter. The children are taught by warm, caring teachers
about Jewish holidays, Hebrew reading, Shabbat, Israel, Jewish values – and
most of all, pride in their Jewish identity. Meanwhile, their parents relax
over coffee and snacks, enjoying an enlightening journey into their Jewish
heritage. “No prior Jewish education is required,” smiles Rabbi Koval. “The
Torah is a roadmap for life, so you can start anywhere. Find inspiration for
what is important to you.”
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“When the course was over, I figured
everybody would just go home. Instead,
they said, ‘okay, what’s next?’ So we
just continued to meet every week.”
– Julie Farkas, Teaneck, New Jersey
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Eliana Azoulay and her two daughters first attended Shabbat morning
services in September, 2007, when they were invited to their neighbor’s
6:30 a.m. weekday bar mitzvah services; Eliana’s husband Avraham was
working at the time. Avigaiel (then 13 years old) and Batyah (then 11 years
old) sat in the very front of the women’s section. After seeing the Torah
and experiencing the warmth of the congregants, the girls fell in love with
the synagogue. When the services ended, both girls cried and Avigaiel said
to her mother, “Mommy, look what we’ve been missing!”
Eliana was not sure how her fellow secular-Israeli-born husband would
receive their daughters’ newfound interest in the synagogue and they
decided not to mention it for a while. From then on, the three of them
began regularly attending Shabbat morning prayers, as well as all of the
holiday events and a lunch-and-learn during the week.
One Sunday morning, while
Eliana was flipping pancakes for
breakfast, her husband came up
behind her and confronted her
about his family’s whereabouts the
previous day. So she told him they
were attending Shabbat services,
and that they had been going
already for a few months. He was
absolutely speechless.

When Sunday school classes are over, the children join the parent group for
lunch. “You get a real feeling of community,” Rabbi Koval notes. “While every
individual takes away what is relevant to his or her life, there is an added
sense of communal and intergenerational sharing. We’re discovering ideas
together.”
The experience is meaningful to the entire family on numerous levels. First,
parents are learning about many of the same things their children are being
taught. They are better equipped to answer their children’s questions when
holidays come around, and they are more confident in conveying Jewish
values. Just as important is the critical message the children absorb when
they see their parents stay for the adult session instead of just dropping
them off for Sunday school. “I’m showing my kids that Jewish learning keeps
on going no matter how much you grow up!” says one parent, who has three
children involved in JFX.

Total Family Involvement
Whatever the format or curriculum, it’s the personal relationships built
through these programs give them potential to be life-changing. Ilana Wolfson
recalls that she and her husband, Scott, first met Rabbi Koval when he was the
mohel who performed the bris for their first son nine years ago. “At the time,
the rabbi offered to study Torah with Scott. He wasn’t interested.”
➲

Nonetheless, after Shabbat one week, he appeared at their synagogue,
dressed in a suit, to watch the havdalah ceremony. Afterwards, he spent
time speaking to the rabbi, telling him his story and forming a connection.
Thanks to the Azoulay girls and their love of the synagogue, this was the
beginning of the entire family’s return to Jewish life. As Eliana says, “My
husband and I have been following them, ever since.”
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When I asked Batyah, who is now 14, what she likes best about being
Jewish, she answered: “Being observant. It gives me direction in life; it is
like a path, and I know that everything that happens in my life happens
for a reason. Everything is another step closer to what G-d has planned
for me.”
Batyah has participated in the Maccabiah games, worked as a counselor
in Camp Gan Israel, and sang in the N’Shei Chabad women’s concert choir.
She made the switch from public school to Hillel Academy three years ago,
before knowing how to read Hebrew. “If I was in public school, I wouldn’t
get as much insight into Judaism,” feels Batyah.
Scott and Ilana Wolfson and family

“I’m showing my kids that Jewish learning keeps on going no
matter how much you grow up!”
But about three years later, the Wolfsons seriously discussed enrolling in
a pilot program offered by Rabbi and Mrs. Koval on Sundays. They liked
the idea of total family involvement. Their son would learn about Judaism
while they would meet with other parents over lunch and discuss the Jewish
concepts of marriage, parenting, the meaning of Jewish history and holidays.
They decided to go for it, and the experience has been even more meaningful
than they expected.
Like Judy Pepper, Ilana was surprised when stereotypes were smashed,
particularly in regard to the role of Jewish women. “The more I learned, the
more sense it made. Judaism has something to say about everything – and it
was all on target,” Ilana says. She was not alone. “Everyone was touched by
the program in some way,” she reports. “We were all spiritually uplifted.”
When Scott was ready to study one-on-one with Rabbi Koval, Ilana began
meeting with Mrs. Koval as well. It amazes her that everything they learn
together – from texts as ancient as the Bible to relatively recent mussar
(character-building) works – are instantly relevant to her everyday life. Scott

For many kids, attending an
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overnight camp proves to be a
watershed Jewish experience.
Fourteen-year-old Kiel Portnoy
recently attended Oorah’s
BoyZone. He says that, for him,
the best thing about being Jewish
is Shabbos. “In my house, I have a
TV, game systems, and many other
electronics that I play various times
during the week, but when Shabbos
comes around, all the commotion just stops for me,” says Kiel. “I started
keeping Shabbos after my second year at Oorah’s Boy Zone. After I kept a
whole Shabbos for the first time, I really felt like I had done something very
good and spiritual for one of the first times in my life. So, I thought that even
after Boy Zone maybe I would try to keep Shabbos, and I did. I have that
same good feeling inside after every Shabbos and I have kept every single
one since then.”
Kiel, who lives in Lakewood and now attends the Shalom Torah Academy in
Twin Rivers, New Jersey, says, “Oorah’s Boy Zone was awesome. It felt like
a real family and you meet kids from everywhere and get to know them and

and Ilana feel they have embarked on a new adventure, for new vistas are
constantly opening before them.
Outside Detroit, Michigan, the Aish in the Woods Sunday School has also
been winning over the younger generation. Matt and Debbie Egrin had been
schlepping their kids kicking and screaming to a traditional Hebrew school
for three years before finding the Aish Sunday School to be an amazing
alternative. Now, says Matt, ”They’re dragging me out of the house every
Sunday morning!”
Many families like the laid back atmosphere of Aish and how, despite only
going once a week, their kids are learning and absorbing so much Hebrew
and appreciation of holidays, prayer and history. For Debbie, it’s the sense
of community with the other parents. “We always have lunch together after
school at Aish and that really builds a sense of belonging for our whole
family.”
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have a relationship with them that
never ends…In Oorah, I learned that
every Jew has a special connection
to one another and some may not
show it, but every Jew cares for you
very much.”
Thirteen-year-old Max Cantor
has enjoyed being a camper at Camp
Shoresh, in Adamstown, Maryland,
for the past four summers. “The
activities are really fun and the kids
are very awesome,” says Max. “Rabbi Dave [David Finkelstein] is very fun
and a great teacher.”
Rabbi Dave is one of Max’s role models, along with Rabbi Morris Kosman
and Rabbi Murray Singerman of Beth Shalom Congregation in Frederick,
Maryland, where Max attends services. They have inspired Max to continue
his Torah studies and participate in Jewish activities, post-bar mitzvah –
especially Shabbat dinners. Max reviews the weekly Torah reading and
prayers with Rabbi Singerman – in person on Fridays and by Skype on
Tuesday evenings. In the future, he would like to learn to lead both the
Shabbos night and morning services.
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Parents Are Teachers

Dave and Melissa Marks, also
of Denver, were involved in
starting a chavurah about
eleven years ago. Before their
nine-year-old daughter, Hannah,
was born, they became involved in
The Jewish Experience.
“We’re Reform,” says Melissa. “We
have learned so much from the program in such a short time, especially
on the drive home from Sunday school as the children each share what
they learned in class. It’s a really nice program; not the typical Sunday
school. It’s part of our lives. We’re lucky to be a part of it and have it in
our community.”
“I like being able to learn a little bit more detail about the parsha, every
year, ” says Hannah, who feels that not putting a stumbling block in front
of a blind person is among the most important mitzvos she has learned.
Hannah’s six-year-old brother, Hayden, is just as excited about his
Judaism, thanks to The Sunday Experience. Knowing that Hayden’s
birthday is coming up, I asked him what he wanted for his birthday. He
quite emphatically answered, “I want my own tzitzis. And my own washing
cup, so I don’t have to use my teacher’s. And, I want a siddur, but I want it
in English so I can read it better!”

“Someone asks a question and it leads to a
three-hour discussion,” laughs Matthew Root,
a Sunday school parent who attends weekly.
“Nobody minds that. It’s an informal, friendly
group and we enjoy schmoozing.”
outreach. Julie taught the course and more, much more. “When the course
was over, I figured everybody would just go home. Instead, they said, ‘okay,
what’s next?’” Julie recalls. “I was floored! Nobody was dropping out. So
we just continued to meet every week. Right now, we’re discussing Jewish
prayers, next we’ll learn about the Passover Haggadah…”
According to Ms. Rapps, Julie’s key quality is caring, a true concern for every
Jew. Julie has the opportunity to transmit her excitement for all things Jewish
along with Ms. Rapps and Rabbi Yitzchok Weinberger, who also teaches
Sunday morning sessions for parents. “Rabbi Weinberger came to give one
class,” explains Ms. Rapps, “and everyone enjoyed it so much we asked him
to come back. And he’s been giving weekly sessions ever since!”

Together Time
A Torah Links instructor from Lakewood, New Jersey, Rabbi Weinberger
shows up every Sunday with refreshments and well-prepared presentations
for two sessions, one in Bible, the other on topics such as the Jewish Life

“I like going to a Jewish school better than public school because people
there have more respect. It’s a different feeling.” – Roee Blumstain
Roee Blumstain attended public school in Boca Raton, Florida, before he switched to the Rohr Middle
School in North Miami Beach. His Israeli-born parents, Simona and Yaron Blumstain, always made Kiddush
on Friday nights, although they were not Torah observant. They sent their children to the JEC Family Fun
Hebrew School because of the extra dimension it offered their family.
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“Most Hebrew schools are focused on teaching you just for your bar or bat mitzvah,” notes Simona. “The
children don’t even understand what they read. We didn’t like that for our children. We wanted them to
learn the lifestyle, not just learn for their bar mitzvahs.”
It was after the Blumstains spent Shabbat with other families affiliated with the JEC Family Fun Hebrew
School that they gradually began observing it. “We really had fun that Shabbat,” recalls Simona. “We didn’t
miss going to the mall. The kids saw that keeping Shabbat for real was fun and not boring. After that
Shabbat, we eventually decided to become kosher, too.”
“What I like best about being Jewish is that you have holidays and Shabbat when you can rest,” says Roee.
“And, I like learning the parsha. I like going to a Jewish school better than public school because people
there have more respect. It’s a different feeling.”
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Andrew (Shmuel) and Rachel Robinson and their four children have been growing in their
Torah observance for close to a decade.
“We both started as blank slates,” says Rachel. “Neither my husband nor I had much background. It
all started when we took a Hebrew crash course in Beth Shalom, a shul in Potomac, Maryland. After
attending more of their outreach classes, we were invited to stay with a family for Shabbos, and
attended the Aish HaTorah Learning Service. We became close to Rabbi Eliezer Fink and his family
and eventually started keeping mitzvos.”

Beth, Robert, Rachel, 7, and Joelle, 8, Rosenthal
baking Matzah with JFX

At that time, their oldest daughter, Johanna, was three years old and was already influencing their
family’s observance. One Friday night, Johanna refused to wear her glow-in-the-dark pajamas, which
she loved wearing to sleep.

Cycle. Only sometimes, he never gets to the
lesson. “Someone asks a question and it leads to
a three-hour discussion,” laughs Matthew Root,
a Sunday school parent who attends weekly.
“Nobody minds that. It’s an informal, friendly
group and we enjoy schmoozing.”

“She did not want to wear them because she thought it would break Shabbos,” said Rachel. “Since
standing under a bright light makes the glow pattern work, she thought that wearing them would
cause her ‘to turn on a light’ on Shabbos. It was particularly inspiring to watch our three-year-old be
so careful and so enthusiastic about keeping Shabbos special. As our oldest, she has always set the
tone for her siblings, as well.”

To the rabbi, this “schmoozing” is as important as
any structured lesson. “That’s the beauty of this
program. Because we meet when their children
are in Sunday school, parents have three hours
together. The pace is slow, relaxed, and a real
sense of community has emerged.” Many go
beyond the Sunday sessions and avail themselves
of other opportunities offered by JYEP – Shabbat
experiences (“I like the way Rabbi Weinberger
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“The excitement the kids have for the holidays is also inspiring to Rachel and myself,” says Andrew.
“They get so involved in the Seder; they love it so much. It can go on until two or three in the morning!
It has become a whole family event, as have the other holidays. Credit goes in great part to our kids,
for raising our family to another level in our Torah observance.”
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The first time Matt heard Rabbi Weinberger speak,
it was about the holiday of Purim. “I thought
I knew the story, but the rabbi told us things
that were really new to us. And something he
said at the end made the whole hour worth it.”
Matt started coming every week and finds that
“discovering even one bit of knowledge makes
your life a little better. There’s something that
could touch your mind if a person is open to
it.” And he is especially fond of the group of
“regulars” who share their questions, experiences
and concerns with each other and with Rabbi
Weinberger.

Rabbi Levy teaching on a Sunday morning at The Jewish University in Denver

explains the services,” volunteers Matt. “He is never condescending. He’s
just there to share his knowledge.”), guest speakers, special events, and a
Big Brother/Big Sister programs that taps local yeshiva teens to mentor the
Hebrew school children.
As far as Matt is concerned, his involvement gives him an edge when talking
to his children about Jewish topics and reinforces the message that Jewish
learning is valuable. But the fact is that he simply enjoys Torah study as an
intellectual challenge. “Of course,” he cautions, “you have to know your
limits. I tried to learn Gemara with the rabbi. That stuff could make your
head explode!”
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The Jewish Experience
Similar dialogues occur at The Jewish University in Denver. Like the initiative
in Cleveland, a Sunday school for children was started at the request of
adults active in the outreach program. Rabbi Ahron Wasserman, director of
“The Jewish Experience” which sponsors The Jewish University, recalls that
five years ago a group of young parents approached him about starting a
Hebrew school for their children. Rabbi Wasserman was determined not to
start “another babysitting service,” and he stipulated that for the program to
succeed parents would have to be involved in the education of their children.
They agreed, and the school started with 12 children. A year later there were
36 children enrolled, and now 90 children come to Sunday classes.
He gives credit for that growth to the fabulous teachers in the program
who infuse every project with creativity and enthusiasm. But a great deal
depends on parents being engaged in Jewish learning as well, staying for
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Jewish University sessions instead of running off. The Jewish University is an
umbrella program aiming to provide a comprehensive system of Jewish adult
education. (In fact, in addition to the Denver group, TJU classes are given
in Atlanta, Boca Raton, Calgary, Columbus, Los Angeles, Miami, Milwaukee,
Phoenix and Pittsburgh.) There is a three-year curriculum, covering the entire
Torah – parsha by parsha -- as well as a three-semester cycle that explores
Jewish living, history and philosophy.

“Rather than drop the kids off and go to the gym, it’s worth staying for the
adult sessions for a number of reasons,” Steve says. “I often learn something
that coincides with what the kids are learning. When we go home together
at 12:30, they show me their projects and I know what questions to ask. I’m
not just a doting parent, listening nicely – I’ve got some credibility, because
I can discuss what they’ve learned. I can ask a probing question and even
add on to what they know. Hey, it’s only 10 or 15 minutes in the car, but it’s
a chance for bonding, for mutual understanding that we’re doing something
important here.”
The Sunday studies are just part of Denver’s multi-faceted Jewish Experience.
There are women’s programs, Bar- and Bar Mitzvah programs, the Teen
Experience, Lunch & Learn sessions and special events such as picnics and
➲
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“It’s a wonderful program,” says Steve Levine, who attends TJU while his
three children are in the JE Sunday School. An attorney for the US Olympic
Committee, Steve particularly enjoys studying Torah, “interpreting it from my
lawyer’s point of view.” And he appreciates the friendliness and openness of
the rabbis teaching the courses. “They just want us to be better Jews,” Steve
notes. “They recognize that everyone is at a different level. We may not agree
with everything they say, but it’s always a good dialogue.”

Nate Brooks, 14, of Scottsdale,
Arizona, attends public school
but feels especially connected to
Judaism through his synagogue
affiliation. Before his bar mitzvah,
he helped lead the services and
he continues to study both at
synagogue and on his own.
“I like learning with my rabbis about the parsha, to better understand the
rabbi’s speech,” says Nate. “I also learn Gemara once a week, by Skype,
with Rabbi Israel Becker, who lives in Tucson. I learn Pirkei Avos and
parsha with Rabbi Landesman of the Phoenix Community Kollel.
“I like Shabbos a lot – the Shabbos meal and just the smell of Shabbos
cooking when I walk into the house,” continues Nate. “I also like to
socialize with other Jewish people, and I belong to my shul’s youth group.
I enjoy free time to relax and talk about things like the meaning of the
holidays. I just like to hang out with kids from shul.”
One of Nate’s favorite Jewish books is “Business Halacha.” “I want to be a
businessman, and I want to treat everyone fairly,” says Nate.

Scott and Ilana Wolfson
and family have been inspired by
the Kovals of the Jewish Family
Experience in Cleveland. Their
eldest, eight-year-old Noah, was
only 2½ when they began their
spiritual journey six years ago.
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“We were so inspired by Rabbi Koval,” says Ilana. “He opened up what
Judaism is all about and we just rocketed. We eventually moved our kids
to a Jewish Day School and we couldn’t be happier. We owe it all to the
Kovals. It’s quite amazing.”
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Noah now attends Fuchs Mizrachi School in Beachwood, Ohio. “What I like
most about being Jewish is having lots of different holidays to celebrate
and having the Holy Torah,” says Noah Zvi. “I like going to a Jewish school
because I like to celebrate the Jewish holidays in school with friends. I
get to make a succah, have a mock Passover seder and celebrate Rosh
Chodesh.”
In the summer, Noah’s learning fun is extended, at Camp Gan Izzy. “It is
so much fun,” says Noah Zvi. “We first daven to Hashem in the morning;
then we do all different kinds of activities, like sports and swimming. We
celebrate Shabbat every Friday with a Shabbat party and bake challah.”

parties. Moreover, there is a strong commitment
to simply “be there” for anyone who asks. Steve
found this out recently when he was troubled
by some things he had learned in class the week
before. He called his instructor, Rabbi Raphael
Leban, and told him what was on his mind. The
rabbi immediately arranged to meet him for
coffee to discuss the matter. That kind of caring
and availability is priceless.

Mora Leslie Fox teaching a Sunday Experience
class of first graders

“These rabbis are very serious about outreach,
but they don’t pressure and they don’t take
themselves too seriously,” Steve remarks candidly.
“Humor and fun are always just beneath the
surface, and I like that. Take a look at the video
they created recently called ‘Mitzvah Impossible.’
It’s a spoof of their own outreach efforts. You’ll
find it on The Jewish Experience website. Check it
out. You’ll see what I mean!”

And he’s right. Today’s Jewish outreach teachers
have finally shed the austere Sunday Schoolmarm
image. They speak a new language, one that fits
this generation of children and parents, yet never
loses touch with traditional values. The idea
that Jewish education can be engaging, modern
and meaningful has taken root. Abetted by the
genuine desire of Jewish parents to learn more
about the Judaism they want to transmit to their
children, a flourishing Tree of Life will grow from
it and blossom in Jewish communities across the
ajs
USA.
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‘Mitzvah Impossible’
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PASSOVER
BY

DESIGN
by
Susie Fishbein
Passover Desserts That Taste Like Everyday Desserts?
Absolutely!

F
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or decades, macaroons have been a traditional dessert item on most
Passover tables. And they’ve been a traditional joke item, as well.
People seem to love to dislike them! But this Passover, you can treat
your table guests some scrumptious desserts from Susie Fishbein that are so
good, you’ll think a fine caterer made them.
In her popular cookbook Passover by Design, Fishbein provides 172 Passoveradjusted recipes to make them easy to prepare for the holiday. The dessert
section offers 28 delicious choices, with many of them worthy to be served
up year round. Here are three that are sure to put a grateful smile on the lips
of your Passover guests. Enjoy!
Sorry!
As many readers noticed, last issue’s recipe for the Chocolate Tart in Pretzel Crust
began with a set of five obviously mistaken ingredients (including tender beef, broccoli
and onions!). These five ingredients, which came from a recipe in a previous issue, were
left on this page inadvertently and can simply be ignored. The recipe should begin with
the heading “CRUST” directly beneath them; from there on it is 100% correct and 200%
delicious. We apologize for this error.

pineapple trufﬂes
Two years before I was asked to teach a class at De Gustibus Cooking School in Macy’s
Times Square, I did the backroom kitchen work for two different chef friends who were
teaching there. The head assistant, Amaral Ozeias, who during his long tenure has seen
every great chef and TV personality pass through the doors of that kitchen, quietly
motioned for me to come into his office. He pulled out the prettiest little yellow truffle
and proceeded to recite the recipe, one of his all-time favorites. This kind gesture was
the most delicious favor he could have done for me.
1 1/4 cups firmly packed sweetened flaked coconut, divided
3/4 cup sugar, divided
1 medium pineapple, ripe
3/4 cup confectioner’s sugar
4 large egg yolks
In a blender or food processor fitted with a metal blade, process 1⁄4 cup coconut with 1⁄4 cup
sugar. Remove to a bowl or ziplock bag. Set aside.
Cut the pineapple out of the shell. Discard core and cut the flesh into chunks. Purée pineapple in
blender or food processor. Transfer the puréed pineapple to a medium pot. Mix in 1 cup coconut,
1⁄2 cup sugar, and the confectioner’s sugar. Bring to a boil over medium heat. Cook until all the
liquid evaporates, about 30–35 minutes, stirring often to make sure the mixture is not browning on
the bottom. If the mixture starts to brown, lower heat slightly and stir more often. The mixture will
turn a dark golden color. Turn off the heat.
Remove 1⁄2 cup of the pineapple mixture and mix it into the egg yolks to temper them. Add the
tempered yolks into the pot. At medium-high heat, continue to cook until dry and pulling away
from the sides of the pot, about 5 minutes.
Place the pot in the freezer and chill completely.
Remove the pineapple mixture from the freezer. Using a tiny melon baller or 1⁄4 teaspoon measure,
make balls. Roll in the coconut/sugar that was blended in the first step. If the truffles get too sticky
to roll, place the mixture back into the freezer for a few minutes.
Place on parchment-lined baking sheets and place into freezer. Once frozen, remove and store in
an airtight container in single layers separated by parchment paper. Return truffles to freezer.
Serve right from the freezer or place in little paper candy cups or on a platter 10 minutes before
serving.
Makes 50 - 60
➲

warm runny chocolate soufﬂés
Molten chocolate cakes have made a huge splash in restaurants in recent years. I love
the idea but I am not always thrilled with the taste or texture. Even after experimenting
and trying to develop a recipe for this book, I was not satisfied. When I was about to
give up, my food guru and food stylist, Melanie Dubberley, suggested I try using my
favorite brownie recipe and just undercook it. I turned to Fishbein Brownies, in our family
for generations, beloved by literally hundreds of eaters, and gave the theory a try. Less
a molten cake, more of a soufflé, call it what you want, it was spectacular. Here was the
chocolate flavor I was looking for and the warm runny center that is the signature of this
dessert.
nonstick cooking spray
4 large eggs
1/2 cup (1 stick) unsalted butter or margarine
3/4 cup matzo cake meal
2 tablespoons potato starch
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 1/2 cups sugar, plus more for coating ramekins
4 ounces good-quality semi-sweet or bittersweet chocolate
Preheat oven to 450˚F.
Generously coat 8 (6.8-ounce) ramekins with nonstick cooking spray, and lightly coat them with
granulated sugar. Hold a ramekin on its side. Tap the sides, turning the ramekin to coat the sides
with sugar as well. Repeat with remaining ramekins. (If you use larger ramekins you will get fewer
servings.)
Break the chocolate into small pieces; place it and the butter or margarine into a small microwavesafe dish. Microwave on medium power for 15-second intervals, stirring between, until the chocolate
is completely melted.
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In the bowl of an electric stand mixer, beat the eggs on high speed until foamy. Slowly pour in 11⁄2
cups sugar, and continue beating until very fluffy and pale yellow. On low speed, stir in the matzo
cake meal, potato starch, and vanilla until thoroughly combined.
Increase speed to high, and while beating, slowly drizzle in the melted chocolate mixture. Once
added, beat until all the chocolate is incorporated, about 1 minute.
For ease of pouring, transfer the batter into a large measuring cup. Fill each ramekin halfway. Set
the ramekins onto a baking sheet, and bake for 14–15 minutes until the tops are brown and the
centers are warm.
(Alternatively, the filled ramekins can be refrigerated. Just leave at room temperature for 30 minutes
before baking.)
Serve immediately, being cautious as the ramekins will be hot!
Makes 8
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chocolate chip cheesecake
Cheesecake tops my list of favorite indulgences. This one is so smooth and creamy and
the thick chocolate ganache layer just puts it right over the edge.
Note: This recipe will be gebrokts or nongrebrokts depending on the macaroons you
use. Carefully check the ingredients list for matzo meal.
nonstick cooking spray
2 tablespoons butter, melted
3 (8-ounce) bars cream cheese, softened
1 cup sugar
2 large eggs
1 tablespoon vanilla
1 cup semisweet chocolate chips
1 cup sour cream, can use reduced fat but not fat-free
1 (10-ounce) can chocolate chip macaroons (about 28 small macaroons)
GLAZE:
3 ounces good-quality milk chocolate, broken into small chunks
1/2 cup heavy whipping cream
Preheat oven to 350˚F.
Spray a 9-inch nonstick springform pan with nonstick cooking spray. Set aside.
Place the macaroons into the bowl of a food processor fitted with a metal blade. Pulse until it forms
crumbs. Transfer to a medium bowl. Mix in the melted butter. Press the crumbs into the prepared
pan. Set aside.
In the bowl of a stand mixer, beat the cream cheese until fluffy. Add the sugar and eggs, beating
until smooth. Beat in the sour cream and vanilla.
Using a spatula, fold in the chocolate chips. Pour the batter onto the prepared crust.

Prepare the glaze: Place the chopped chocolate into a medium bowl. Set aside.
Heat the cream in a small pot until simmering. Pour over the chocolate and stir to hasten the
melting, until smooth. Using a small offset spatula, spread over the top of the cheesecake.
Refrigerate for 4 hours or until ready to serve.
Run a small knife or metal spatula around rim of cake to loosen it. Release the sides of the
springform pan.
Serves 12
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Bake on the center rack, uncovered, for 1 hour. Turn oven off and leave the cake in the oven
for an additional hour. Remove from oven and cool completely. It is okay if it has a crack in the
center, it will be covered.
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Jewish Fellowships
International
The Modern Jewish Student Meets the Big Apple
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O

nce upon a time, if a Jewish young adult wanted to learn about
his or her heritage, they were limited to classroom or study hall.
Today, New York City, with its rich tapestry of Jewish history,
heritage and vibrant life, has become a new type of classroom – where
every neighborhood provides new opportunities for education – and a
diverse cross-section of residents open their arms, hearts, and homes to
expose young Jews to the beauty of Judaism. This change has taken place,
in part, because of the organizations like Jewish Fellowships International
and its dynamic founder and director, Rabbi Elisha Finman.
JFI is the premier destination for university students seeking
invigorating, Jewish education and activities while experiencing all that
New York has to offer. As an independent, forward-thinking organization,
JFI is dedicated to promoting Jewish identity and spirit, with a host of
programs and events that are guaranteed to leave all participants with
a collection of terrific memories and an increased zest for embracing
Jewish life.
With Rabbi Elisha Finman leading the way, JFI’s program offers any
college or university student the ideal Jewish experience through
education, hands-on experience and long-lasting friendships forged
during the week-long program. As Finman states, “We decided to start
JFI because of the ever-growing need and desire for lost Jewish souls to
re-connect to something deeper. We have seen an explosion of growth in

campus Jewish outreach within the last five years. The college campuses
are ready for it and the Five Towns/ Far Rockaway community, with its
eclectic blend of Jews of varied backgrounds and ages, is ideally poised
to provide the perfect environment for them. And now the community
has an amazing opportunity to impact the next generation of young Jews
from around the world.”
The Long and Winding Road from South Africa to New York
Jarrod Hurwitz grew up in Johannesberg, South Africa, attended the
King David School and eventually graduated from the AFDA School of
Motion Picture Medium and Live Performance. Feeling somewhat distant
and detached from Judaism, Jarrod decided to leave his homeland. He
was delighted to find out about Jewish Fellowships International – based
in New York - from a friend, where, as he says, “I put on tefillin, davened
and went to shul on Shabbat for the first time since high school (seven
years). Spending time around Jews in a spiritually charged environment
was hard to absorb at first, since I was removed from it for so long.
Shabbat, with its togetherness (and cholent!) – all experienced in a
yeshiva environment - is one of the huge factors which inspired me to
want to come closer to God.”
During this time in the US, Jarrod was able to trace his lineage to the
great sage, the Shelah hakodesh! Learning about this great ancestral link
had a tremendous impact upon Jarrod, who soon found himself heading
back to New York to enroll in yeshiva.
Today, Jarrod works as a freelance filmmaker and continues to pursue
his passion for cinematography while residing with his wife Sarah
and baby girl Tiferes Toiba in Passaic, New Jersey. In summing up his
experience, Jarrod noted, “Thank God, my choice to lead a religious life
has rubbed off on my little brother who recently started at Yeshiva in
Israel for one year!”

About Jewish Fellowships International

Every year university and college students
from across the country come to JFI to explore
their Jewish heritage. Jewish Fellowships is an
immersive educational Jewish values experience
that provides a context for making choices and
taking action. Students consider and express
Jewish values through discussion groups,
Seminars and hands on experiences. You will
explore a living model of a thriving, inspired,
Jewish community, grounded in vibrant spiritual
life and social responsibility. All while enjoying
all of New York’s exciting tourist attractions!
No formal Jewish educational background is
necessary. Jewish Fellowships is hosted during
college break in Lawrence, New York.

registered to learn in Yeshiva in Israel. Back on
campus, Nile keeps a steady chavrusa (study
time) with his campus rabbi, attends Shabbat
dinners and is counting the days till he can
reach the holy land and study in yeshiva.
These stories are just two of literally
thousands. To quote Rabbi Finman, “Our
number one priority at JFI is to ensure that
each and every college or university student
gets the most from their time with us. What
makes JFI unique is that we serve as a national
resource to allow campus rabbis to provide
Learning Retreats, Fellowships, and seminars
for their students from Universities from
throughout North American and abroad. For
example, a campus rabbi at Miami’s Florida
International University or at the University
of Arizona learns with a group of students for
a semester; in the past, that might have been
the end. But now at semester’s end, they come
on Fellowship in NY as a capstone program for
their semester of learning – and very often,
that can make the difference in the student’s
decision to concretize a lifelong commitment
to living a Jewish life.”
“We gently introduce them to a vibrant
Jewish community where they see beautiful
families with meaningful values and happy
children. Then we visit the legendary Shaar
Yoshuv Yeshiva where they see the Torah come
alive in the minds and hearts of the students!
It’s nothing short of life changing. It could
be comparable in some ways to a birthright
trip, where students are given a perspective-

altering opportunity to
explore their Judaism. But
the difference is that we do
it here in New York, which
makes it highly accessible and allows for
additional follow-up opportunities. We are
the only outreach organization that provides
this type of fellowship program for college
students of all backgrounds from beginner to
advanced.”
In addition to programs for North American
universities, JFI has become an international
hub for college students from South America,
South Africa, Paris and more, offering the same
weeklong fellowship that allows collegiates,
most of whom have never been to America,
to explore their Judaism, the vibrancy of a
committed Jewish community and the
excitement of New York City. As Rabbi Finman
says, “It’s a great formula and we have already
changed the lives of several thousand Jewish
students! These are precious Jewish souls for
whom we are literally providing a lifeline.
We are their connection, and now the Five
Towns/Far Rockaway as the center of all these
programs, will become their Jewish home away
from home.”
For more information on the JFI organization
and the fantastic opportunities available to
the world’s Jewish university students, please
contact Rabbi Elisha Finman by email at eli@
jewishfellowships.org or by phone at 718614-7649. Also, please feel free to visit www.
JewishFellowships.org.

Shabbat Experience: Every week Jewish
Students enrolled in campus learning programs
visit the Five Towns community to experience
a traditional Shabbat. The celebration of
Jewish family, serenity of a Jewish home and
vibrancy of Jewish community are all part of
the unforgettable experience!
Yeshiva Experience: Yeshiva Experience
is an opportunity to explore the depths of
Judaism in the heart of New York’s vibrant
Jewish community. Participants have the
opportunity to spend the day studying from
traditional Jewish texts and explore the inner
realm of Talmudic thought and study with likeminded students and Rabbis. Additionally,
participants benefit from mentorship provided

by a yeshiva student or Rabbi during
their stay. No formal Jewish educational
background is necessary. This Yeshiva
Experience program is hosted throughout
the year by Yeshiva Shor Yoshuv.
For more info and to apply, visit www.
YeshivaExperience.org.
GIVE – Global Volunteer Experience:
GIVE is the collegiate volunteer mission of
JFI and the Five Towns Jewish community.
Dedicated University students are given
the opportunity to participate in a variety
of social justice projects. Jewish concepts
such as Gemilas Chesed take on a deep
meaning when participating in this handson experience.
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Like many young Jews, Nile Kristol had many
questions and few answers. Nile, a student at
Arizona State University, learned about the
JFI retreat from his local campus rabbi. What
started as a one week trip to NY during college
break turned into an entire month studying in
Yeshiva! Before the retreat, Nile said he “felt
like an outsider and never knew the depth
and true meaning of Judaism.” He came asking
questions like “how do I make Judaism part of
my daily life?” and “how can Judaism help me
live a more meaningful life?”
During the now famous snowstorm of
2011, Nile decided to use the opportunity of a
canceled flight to extend his stay in Yeshiva.
He entered into introductory classes, learned
to read Hebrew and used the opportunity
to “elevate myself and my relationship with
Judaism and God,” to quote Nile.
Nile returned from the JFI retreat this past
winter with a pair of tefillin and a commitment
to keep Shabbat and kosher. This summer he is

➲ continued FROM page 35
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Therefore, this would certainly be a case of dina degarmi. Consequently, if
it is proven that the broker failed to research the investment diligently but
relied only on a sloppy analysis, he is liable for this breach of trust under
the theory of having caused damages. In that instance, even the fact that the
broker lost his own money in this investment does no excuse his negligent
behavior.

If, in fact, Rick was negligent in his
research and gave bad advice, his
recommendation would constitute a
breach of trust.
Words are very powerful. Good advice can create and build; bad advice
can destroy. Though courts of law are necessary to determine liability and
to require compensation when appropriate, the Torah’s expectations of us
exceed this minimal standard. All of our words should be considered and
shared based on what is ultimately just and good. The mitzvah of v’ahavta
lerei’acha kamocha – love your fellow as yourself – is meant to be the
guiding principle of all our personal interactions.
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In all matters of Torah law, readers should consult their rabbinic authorities
for all practical guidance.
The Business Halacha Institute, under the
guidance of Rabbi Chaim Kohn, a noted
expert in Jewish Civil Law, is committed
to educating and offering services in the
area of Business Law according to
the Torah. To subscribe to their
popular FREE weekly newsletter,
Business Weekly, email subscribe@
businesshalacha.com. For more
information on their programs,
activities and materials, visit their
website: www.businesshalacha.com or
email info@businesshalacha.com.

➲ continued FROM page 32
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his fourth grade Jewish studies teacher, Rabbi Kaufman. They study Mishnah,
Shulchan Aruch (Jewish Law) and Pirkei Avos (Ethics of the Fathers).
The program keeps him “grounded” he says. “Who doesn’t need a religious
and ethical boost periodically? It also enables me to keep my finger on the
pulse of the community, on issues where I can be helpful.”
Mitch credits his parents, who were Holocaust survivors, for passing down
a strong legacy. His mother saw most of her family cut down by the Nazis in
her hometown of Radom, Poland. His father’s parents and eight siblings were
murdered. The only family members to survive were Mitch’s father and one
of his father’s sisters.
Mitch was born in a D.P. camp in Germany, where his parents met and
married after the war. He arrived in the United States as a toddler. The family
settled in Detroit where they courageously rebuilt their lives. Although his
father never spoke to him about his bitter experiences in Treblinka and
Bergen Belsen, Mitch absorbed the horror of it nonetheless.
“On Sundays, a number of survivors who lived in my neighborhood would
gather in our living room to watch the news,” he recalls. “The Walter Cronkite
show often featured documentaries about the Holocaust … and my father
and his friends would sit glued to the screen. When it was over, in trembling
voices they would tell one another their stories….And we kids would listen in
the darkness, the blood freezing in our veins.”
Mitch defines the pitfalls of assimilation and intermarriage in unusual terms:
“Jewish kids no longer have grandparents who speak with an accent.”

In light of troubling demographics and concerns over Jewish continuity,
it’s heartening to hear prominent judicial and legal personalities celebrate
Jewish knowledge and pay tribute to the sophisticated nature and timeless
wisdom of Torah law. Their excitement about Jewish learning and embrace
of core concepts in Judaism beckon others to join them in exploring a 3,000
year old tradition that still glows with youthful energy and relevance in 21st
century America.
ajs
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In the past, he said, Jewish kids had a bubbe and a zaide who were proud Jews
and knew what it meant to live a Jewish life. Often that was a strong enough
influence to keep their grandchildren in the fold even without formal Jewish
education. “But the bubbes and zaides have passed on, with no one to take
their place.”
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ToTal Bnei
Mitzvah Club –
Doing the Party
Right
A uniquely innovative
program instills Jewish
identity and pride,
providing gifts that last a
lifetime.
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“B

nei Mitzvah” are young adults
who are about to reach one of
the most important milestones
in their lives. A Bar or Bat Mitzvah is a
wonderful and exciting ‘rite of passage’
when a Jew takes on the challenges, the
responsibilities and the pleasures of
adulthood.
The Afikim Foundation’s ToTal Bnei
Mitzvah Club is a fun and inspiring preBar/Bat Mitzvah program that employs a
variety of experiential learning modules
that enable young people to discover
how Jewish wisdom can help them learn
more about themselves, prepare for their
lives as young adults and incorporate
values into their lives that are genuinely
important to them. The Program contains
a comprehensive wealth of materials
now available to schools, congregations,

organizations and even to concerned
groups of parents who would like to create
a Bnei Mitzvah Club in their neighborhood
for their pre-teens.
Provided in the uniquely innovative
22-week Program are:
• 350 pages of online curriculum materials
and creative activities
• 200 pages of supplementary readings and
stories
• Four dramatic DVDs about teens who
have impacted the world
• A Journal of Reflection available for each
participant, written by Rabbi Shimon
Apisdorf that provides additional
thought-provoking scenarios and
questions about each of the weekly topics
for the students to record their personal
thoughts and feelings.
The Program is also designed to partner

selected high school or collegiate mentors
with the Bnei Mitzvah Club members in
order to provide role models and to follow
up on a more personal level the topics
discussed in the classroom (or living room
as the case may be). All of the necessary
materials are provided for the mentors.
The ToTal Bnei Mitzvah Club creates
a microcosm of adult Jewish life that
inspires youngsters to broaden the lines of
communication with their parents, develop
a deeper and more vibrant appreciation
of their Jewish heritage and help make
this definitive landmark in their lives a
meaningful and special occasion.
Preteens share ideas, friendships
and fun with each other
while learning about
traditions, culture and
religion. Pressing topics
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Within a warm and open atmosphere, the
ToTal Bnei Mitzvah Club helps to provide
the foundation that youngsters need to
achieve success, and become highly
motivated and deeply involved members
of the Jewish community.
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The ToTal Bnei Mitzvah program
is all about you. It’s kid focused,
kid inspired, and stars a cast of
great kids just like you. You will —
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Class #2 –
“Taking Responsibility for Who I
Am”
Sometimes I feel like I’m not even
sure who I really am, or who I want
to be…
At school my teachers look at me
one way while my friends look at
me in a totally different way. My
parents look at me and see one
kind of person, my siblings see
another, my grandparents another,
and my coach, music instructor,
or someone else sees me in an
altogether different way.
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in writing personal essays that are
delivered during the Celebration and
family members and friends have the
opportunity to share in the festivities.
Within a warm and open
atmosphere, the ToTal Bnei Mitzvah
Club helps to provide the foundation
that youngsters need to achieve
success, and become highly motivated
and deeply involved members of the
Jewish community.
To find a Bnei Mitzvah Club in your
community, contact
The Afikim Foundation by email at
info@afikimfoundation.org.
For organizations or institutions
interested in setting a Club, contact
us by email at karen@
afikimfoundation.org.
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Forget about what “they” think
about you or how “they” look
at you. HOW DO YOU LOOK AT
YOURSELF?
4O4AL IS A PROJECT OF 4(% !&)+)- &/5.$!4)/.
WWWAFIKIMFOUNDATIONORG

Look deep inside yourself, honestly
and deeply and ask: “Who am I?”
What are the things that are most
important in my life? Who are the
most important people in my life?
What parts of
my life do I
absolutely love
and which do
I wish I could
change?
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relevant to their young questioning
minds during this transition stage of
life are met head-on with discussion
materials on: Freewill, Who are the
Jews? Taking Responsibility for Who I
Am, Self-Esteem and Peer Pressure, The
Five Principles of Jewish Leadership,
Repairing the World, Communication
and Parents, Five Levels of Pleasure,
Why We Need God and Why the Jews?
Since being part of the Jewish
community means reaching out to
help others, arrangements are made
within each locale for Club members to
choose from various types of volunteer
activities within their community. And
because one of foundation principles
with regard to Tzedaka – charity, is that
“kindness and giving begins at home”,
Club members are also asked to take
on a “personal growth” project where
they are guided to work on their own
character development in the context
of their relationships with their family
and friends.
Time for related field trips is built
into the curriculum, as are holiday
parties.
Preparations for a meaningful
Closing Celebration is an integral
component of the Program, and a
complete set of materials is provided
to assist coordinators in creating a
memorable and cherished ceremony,
including invitation templates, sample
letters, forms, calendar and even To
Do lists. Club members are guided

Sample page from
Journal of Reflection
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Humans in Jeopardy!

A

potentially historic moment for the
human race took place recently on the
TV game show Jeopardy! In case you
missed it, a mini-tournament was held between
three “contestants,” two of whom do not need
those quotation marks, for they are human
beings. The podium between them, however,
was occupied by a decidedly unconventional
“player”: a supercomputer who has been dubbed
“Watson.”
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Watson represents more than just a powerful
computer. His ability to understand language,
even the nuanced connotations of Jeopardy!
answers, represents an historic achievement in
the development of artificial intelligence. Unlike
any computer programmed before, Watson
certainly seems to “understand” what is being
said to him, as evidenced by the results – he won
the match easily.
Now, it is true that Watson is undoubtedly an
“it” and not a “he”; there is nothing going on in
there beyond the standard computations that
take place in any other personal computer. His
system simply picks at the words of the Jeopardy!
answers, identifying associations most likely to
represent the question being sought. But the
results are unmistakably unique – and they raise
questions about how far this will go.
Futurists are already talking about the day –
predicted to be less than twenty years from
now – when computers like Watson will surpass
the overall intelligence of human beings. To
me, however, even setting aside the notion of
a soul, our intelligence itself reflects more than
computation; it reflects perspective, judgment,

values and sensibilities as well as intuition, insight
and, ultimately, vision. These play a central role in
how we think and therefore in the unique nature
of our intelligence. I just don’t believe these can
be achieved artificially.
But then I came across an article in Time Magazine
(Wired for Distraction, February 21, 2011) that
caused me to reconsider my skepticism. It was not
about artificial intelligence, though – or at least
not in its simple meaning; it was about people.
Apparently, as quickly as technology is leaping
forwards, there are disturbing signs that people
are beginning to leap backwards.

Apparently, as quickly
as technology is leaping
forwards, there are disturbing
signs that people are
beginning to leap backwards.
The article quoted several studies which
demonstrate that today’s kids are so distracted
by technology that their brains are actually
beginning to develop differently – and not for the
better. Apparently, the brain has two different
systems for two different kinds of functions.
There is one circuit in the brain (identified with
the striatum) that essentially responds to stimuli
– when something grabs your attention, it is this
part of the brain that is activated. There is another
circuit (associated with the hippocampus) that is
there to do your deliberate thinking, which is how
we develop perspective and judgment, values and
sensibilities, intuition, insight and vision.

by Dovid Goldman

Recent studies have shown, however, that those
who spend a lot of their time responding to
things like video games, texts, tweets, postings,
links, etc. start relying on the responsive part of
their brain even when given tasks that require
deliberate, broad-based thinking. These gadgets
are mind-numbing after all.
So at the same time that the artifice of the
computer is developing human-like intelligence,
it seems, human intelligence is starting to become
more artificial. Watson may be growing more like
people but people are also becoming more like
Watson. Ouch.
There is no downplaying the significance of
these studies: We need to be doing some more
deliberate thinking about deliberate thinking. We
need to be more proactive about embracing what
makes us special, taking the time regularly to
dwell on matters of deeper, personal significance.
And we need to be sharing all this with our kids.
As it happens, this is exactly the point of daily
Torah study, the weekly Shabbat and the annual
Passover Seder. In different ways, these activities
are designed to fire up your hippocampus so you
can develop a more meaningful you. You may
believe that Watson will one day hold political
office or become the general manager of a
baseball team but I doubt you can envision him
studying Torah, appreciating Shabbat or sitting at
the Seder table. These are truly human activities
that cannot be simulated.
Humans are truly in jeopardy of being ravaged
by distraction. This Passover, think about freeing
yourself.
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